University of Mississippi Faculty
This page provides a complete listing of all current and emeritus faculty of the University of Mississippi. In addition to this global listing each school and department within the catalog has its own faculty listing.

Jump to Emeritus faculty

A
CHARLES D AARON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
TAKASHI ABE
VISITING PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tabe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

CAMERON MORGAN ABEL
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
CIVIL LAW CLINIC
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cmabel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7365

SAFO ABOAKU
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
333 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
saboaku@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-4038

GEORGE ACKERMAN
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gackerm1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

MIKAELA MORGANE ADAMS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY
310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmadams@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

KIM GRIFFIN ADCOCK
DIRECTOR OF FACULTY & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kadcock@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2760

MELANIE ADDINGTON ADDINGTON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LIBERAL ARTS
110 ISOM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mladding@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

OVUOKERIE CHIMNEDUM ADDOH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 Turner Center
University, MS 38677
ocaddoh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

NANA A ADJEKUM BOATENG
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
naadjeku@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

MILAM W AIKEN
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
334 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
maiken@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5777  
AILEEN AJOOTIAN  
PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS & ART  
27 BRYANT HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ajootian@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1152

DONNA PETERSON AKERS  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION  
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dpakers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 844-5622

AHMED HAJMOHAMMAD-KHALIL AL-OSTAZ  
BREVARD FAMILY CHAIR IN CIVIL ENGINEERING, PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR GRAPHENE RESEARCH & INNOVATION  
207 B CARRIER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
alostaz@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5368

IGNATIUS ADETAYO ALABI  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH  
C216 BONDURANT  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
aalabi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6948

LAURA LOVELL ALDERSON  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT  
253 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lalders@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5820

BROOKE POLLY ALEXANDER  
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ART AND ART HISTORY  
116 MEEK  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
balexand@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7193

OWENS FITZGERALD ALEXANDER  
INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT - ENTREPRENEURSHIP  
10 CONNER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ofalexan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-3737

PATRICK E ALEXANDER  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AND AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES  
315 LONGSHREET HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pealexan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5602

MICHELE ALEXANDRE  
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT AND INTELLECTUAL LIFE, PROFESSOR OF LAW, AND LEONARD B MELVIN LECTURER IN LAW  
481 CHUCKY MULLINS DRIVE, LAW SCHOOL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
malexand@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7361

BAHRAM ALIDAEE  
PROFESSOR OF PRODUCTION OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION  
361 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
balidaee@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7193
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**HUNAIN SAID ALKHATER**
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
210 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsalkhat@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7191

**DAVID D ALLEN**
DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
1018 NCNPR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
allen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7265

**HEATHER J ALLEN**
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPANISH
BONDURANT C-111
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hjallen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5981

**MICHAEL THOMAS ALLEN**
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
311D PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mta1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5190

**SUSAN C ALLEN**
INTERIM CHAIR, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK AND MSW PROGRAM DIRECTOR
213 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
scallen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1679

**MUSTAFA SIDDIK ALTINAKAR**
DIRECTOR AND PROFESSOR OF THENATIONAL CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL HYDROSCIENCE & ENGINEERING
BREVARD HALL RM 327, P.O. BOX 1848
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
altinakar@ncche.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7788

**JOEL C AMIDON**
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
TEACHER EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jcamidon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7588

**ANTHONY PAUL AMMETER**
DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH & CONTINUING STUDIES, ASSOCIATE PROVOST, DEAN OF GENERAL STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT & MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
JACKSON AVE CTR K10
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tammeter@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6748

**JULIE J ANDERSON**
LECTURER IN MATHEMATICS
209 HUME
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
NANCY GALLOWAY ANDERSON
INSTRUCTOR IN DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES
313 HILL HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nganders@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3470

THOMAS L ANDRE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tlandre@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

JOAN HAMILTON ANDREWS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jhandre1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7468

FREDERICK MARTIN ANKLAM JR
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
fmanklam@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

AMAL ANTONY SAMY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
352 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amal@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

CHASITY N ARBUCKLE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cnarbuck@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

LOUISE ARIZZOLI
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ART & ART HISTORY
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
larizzol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

MILES T ARMALY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
133 DEUPREE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mtarmaly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7401

JANET ELIZABETH ARMOUR
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC
231 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jearmour@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

ALAN LOUIS ARIVEE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM, RM 201
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
arrivee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

**EMAN ABDELLATIF ASHOUR**
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS & DRUG DELIVER
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eashour@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7341

**NICOLE MARIE ASHPOLE**
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nmashpol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2407

**ANGELA MOORE ATKINS**
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
adm1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

**GEORGE ATKINS**
INSTRUCTOR AND WRITING COORDINATOR OF ENGINEERING
100 SOMMERVILLE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gatkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

**JOSEPH B ATKINS**
PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
128 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbatkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5510

**JULIA A AUBREY**
DIRECTOR OF THE FORD CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
GERTRUDE FORD CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jaubrey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1652

**ROBERT H AUBREY**
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
233 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
raubrey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5278

**TONI DENISE AVANT**
DIRECTOR OF CAREER CENTER
303 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tavant@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7174

**ERICA AVENT**
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
307 HOWRY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
elbrantl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2052

**ADNAN AYDIN**
PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
118E CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aaydin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
GEORGE PHILLIP AYERS
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gpayers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3066

MICHAEL WAYNE AZLIN
LECTURER IN MATHEMATICS
218 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mwazlin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

Alireza Asiaee
INSTRUCTOR IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
134 Anderson
University, MS 38677
asiaee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

SARAH ELIZABETH BAECHLE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL W-212
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sebaechl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

THOMAS TREY BAGWELL
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, B12, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tbagwel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

MATTHEW M BAILEY
INSTRUCTOR IN HISTORY
310 BISHOP-HISTORY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmbaile1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

ALLISON BAKER
INSTRUCTOR IN DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES
203 VARDAMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
apbaker1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7426

JOHN ASHLEY BAKER
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jabaker1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

MORRIS L BAKER
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
162 EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mobaker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

BRADLEY BAKER
DIRECTOR OF THE OLE MISS STUDENT UNION
419 UNION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ltbbaker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1044

SUSAN LYNN BALENGER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
304 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
balenger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7162

RICHARD SCOTT BALKIN
PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND COORDINATOR OF COUNSELOR EDUCATION DOCTORAL PROGRAM
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rsbalkin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

JORDAN BALLOU
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
203 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmballou@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2516

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN BANAHAN
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL MARKETING & MANAGEMENT, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
134 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
benb3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5352

LESLIE ANN BANAHAN
ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
233 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ltwb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7705

JORDAN BANKHEAD
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
133 DEUPREE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmbankhe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7401

ADRIANA BARATELLI
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
abaratel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

KATIE ELIZABETH BARBER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kebarber@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

HENRY L BARBOUR
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
105 ODOM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hbarbou@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7342

KAY BUTLER BAREFOOT
INSTRUCTOR IN SPEECH
1918 BRIAR RIDGE RD
TUPELO, MS 38804
kbarefo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 844-5622

DEBORAH E BARKER
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
219 C BOUDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dbarker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7758

MARIE BARNARD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
234 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbarnard@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1946

ROBERT WILLIAM BARNARD
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY
18 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rwbrj@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5723

MARTHA L BARNES
INSTRUCTOR AND DIRECTOR OF UNDERGRADUATE CAREER PREPARATION
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mlbarnes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

TYLER SMITH BARNES
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION/GRAPHIC DESIGN
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tsbarne1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

MICHAEL ANDREW BARNETT
CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM HALL, ROOM 112
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbarnett@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3775

SCOTT MARTIN BARRETTA
INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
511 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
barretta@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

PATRICIA GLEASON BARRIOS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pbarrios@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

WHITNEY FARRELL BARTON
INSTRUCTOR IN ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wfbarton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5688

MARTHA ANN BASS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH & EXERCISE SCIENCE
232 TURNER CTR
MELISSA L BASS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
108 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mlbass@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5563

KEVIN S D BEACH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
211 B LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kbeach@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2829

KIM BEASON
PROFESSOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION ADMINISTRATION AND DIRECTOR OF SENIOR AQUATICS THERAPY PROGRAM
225 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hpbeason@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5555

ERIC T BEAVERS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ART & ART HISTORY
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eebeaver@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

ANN DAY BECKER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
adbecker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

KRISELDEN-ADAMS Belden-Adams
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ART HISTORY
259 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kkbelden@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5014

ALLAN EDWARD BELLMAN
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS EDUCATION
320 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
abellman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5309

MICHAEL T BELONGIA
OTHO SMITH PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
369 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mtbelong@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7785

JAKE V BENNETT
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
108 LEWIS
OXFORD, MS 38655
jvbennet@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7046

TIFFANY A BENSON
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
320 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
JOHN P BENTLEY
CHAIR, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION & MARKETING AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
232 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
phipb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7114

SANDRA IRENE BENTLEY
DIRECTOR, STUDENT PHARMACY AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN PHARMACY PRACTICE
V B HARRISON HEALTH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sbentley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5279

NICHOLAS JAMES BERGAN
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
njbergan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

JOHN P BERNS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jberns@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

STEPHANIE SAGEN BERRY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS AND FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE
MARTINDALE SUITE P
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ssberry2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5970

WILLIAM W BERRY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND FRANK MONTAGUE JR PROFESSORSHIP OF LEGAL STUDIES & PROFESSIONALISM
LAW CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wwberry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6859

DANIELLE SUZETTE BEU AMMETER
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dammeter@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

ZENEBE LIKYELEH BEYENE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION AND DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
beyene@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

MONIKA RANI BHAGAT-KENNEDY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C 128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbk@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

DONNA H BINGHAM
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
LAUREN SMYTHE BLOODWORTH
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
1029 NCNPR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lbloodworth@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7139

JOSHUA ELI BLOOMEKATZ
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
208 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
josh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3072

PERCY JUDKINS BLOUNT
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pblount@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

FRANCIS DANSO BOATENG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
fboateng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

GRAHAM DOUGLAS BODIE
PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gbodie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

MARTIN LEE BOLEN
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbolen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

MARISSA L BOLES
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
5197 W E ROSS PARKWAY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mlboles@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

ANNE K BOMBA
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
211 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
abomba@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7802

LUCA BOMBELLI
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
108 A LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bombelli@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5319

MATTHEW R BONDURANT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL, W208
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mrbondur@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
PAUL K BORAN
LECTURER IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pkboran@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

SHEENA DENNEY BORAN
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sydenney@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

JAMES M BOS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF RELIGION
022 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmbose@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1367

CECILIA ELENA BOTERO
DEAN AND PROFESSOR OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES
J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cbotero@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5858

EDMOND BOUDREAUX
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
565 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tboud@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7339

SHARON D BOUDREAUX
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY BLDG
TUPELO, MS 38801
srboudre@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 844-5622

ALICIA S BOULDIN
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF OUTCOME ASSESSMENT & LEARNING ADVANCEMENT, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
207 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
abouldin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6956

JEFFREY NORMAND BOURDON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
100 SOMMERVILLE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbourdonn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

EMILY BOWEN
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
OXFORD, MS 38655
ebowennm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

KERRY L BOWERS
INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING & RHETORIC
SOMERVILLE 204
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
klbowers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
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1 (662) 915-2121

**JEREMY LEE BOWERS SCHOEN**
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbowers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5620

**KENDALL OWEN BOWLIN**
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND ED KREI CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY
312 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kobowl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5406

**GREGORY WELLS BOWMAN**
VISITING PROFESSOR OF LAW
LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gwbowman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

**TRAVIS STEPHENSON BOX**
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
340 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tsbox@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2553

**WILLIAM M BOYLE**
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR LAMAR HALL, STE. B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wmboule@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

**LINDY MAE BRADY**
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C136
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lmbardy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

**TOM BRADY**
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN EDUCATION AND COORDINATOR OF TEACHLIVE
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tbrad@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

**CHARLEY ALEXANDRIA BRASWELL-WILLIAMS**
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ccbraswe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

**REBECCA BROWN BRESSLER**
DIRECTOR OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY & REGULATORY COMPLIANCE
217 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rbbressl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7735

**JOHN S BREWER**
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
412 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655
jbrewer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1077
SARAH ELLEN BREWER  
INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS AND FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE  
SUITE P, MARTINDALE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sbrewer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5970

ANGELA WHITFIELD BRIDGES  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION  
316 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
awbridge@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7350

MICHELLE RENAE BRIGHT  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC  
100 SOMMERHILL HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mrbright@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121

JOSHUA KEMP BRINLEE  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF STUDIO ART FOUNDATIONS  
253 MEEK HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jkbrinlee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6988

PAMELA BROWN BRISCOE  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION  
316 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pbriscoe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7350

CAROL BRITSON  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY  
206 SHOEMAKER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
chrton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7988

PHILLIP WAYNE BROADHEAD  
CLINICAL PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF CRIMINAL APPEALS  
520 LAMAR LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pwb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5560

GREG BROCK  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION  
OVERBY CTR 555 GROVE LOOP, STE 243  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
gebrock1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1716

BILLY R BROWN  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
1500 E. WOODROW WILSON  
JACKSON, MS 38677  
holy1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (601) 362-4471

MEAGAN ARIAN BROWN  
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND COORDINATOR OF COMMUNITY PHARMACY DEVELOPMENT  
2500 NORTH STATE ST  
JACKSON, MS 39216  
mabrown@umc.edu — UM Profile  
1 (601) 984-2489
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ROBERT D BROWN
PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
232 DEUPREE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
psrbrown@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5901

TERRENCE HOUSTON BROWN
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
100 BUSINESS PARK DR STE D
RIDGELAND, MS 39216
thbrown1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 951-6346

JOHN M BRUCE
CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
134 DEUPREE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbruce@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7401

RONDA ANN BRYAN
INSTRUCTOR IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
234 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rbryan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7128

QINGYING BU
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
311 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
qbu@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7257

LUANNE BUCHANAN
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPANISH
BONDURANT C112
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lbuchana@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6923

RICHARD BUCHHOLZ
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
104 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
byrb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5012

DONNA ALLYN BUCKLEY
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COSTUME TECHNOLOGY
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dabuckle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

ZACHARY NATHANIAL BUCKNER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
znbuckne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

JENNY A BUCKSBARG
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jabucksb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121
JENNIFER LYNN BUFORD
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
101 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbufor1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7391

MERCER E BULLARD
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND BUTLER, SNOW, OMARA DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbullard@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6835

DENNIS A BUNCH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND PROGRAM COORDINATOR
137 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dbunch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5771

GRETHEN BUNDE
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gtbunde@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

THOMAS RANDALL BURCHFIELD
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
trburchf@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

CARYN ANN BURKES
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
caburkes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

RICKY BURKHEAD
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
101 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
burkhead@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5665

JUSTIN MARSHALL BURNETT
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE
133 DEUPREE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmburnet@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7401

SARA L BURNEY
INSTRUCTOR IN ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
200 CONNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lburney@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5999

MARK MAURICE BURSON
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmburson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146
JASON THOMAS BURTON  
LEAD STEM LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jburt01@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-9710

KATIE BUSBY  
DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH, EFFECTIVENESS, & PLANNING AND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION  
FALKNER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kbusby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5026

VICTORIA BUSH  
DONNA RUTH ROBERTS SCHOLAR AND PROFESSOR  
370 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
vbush@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7742

GERARD J BUSKES  
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS  
105 HUME HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mmbuskes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7425

JULIA EMILIA BUSSADE  
INSTRUCTOR IN SPANISH & PORTUGUESE AND DIRECTOR OF SPANISH & PORTUGUESE PROGRAMS  
BONDURANT C108  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bussade@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7709

HARRY D BYNUM  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN THE CENTER FOR WRITING AND RHETORIC  
3RD FLOOR LAMAR HALL, SUITE B  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hbnum1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121

Micah-Shane Brewer  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MUSICAL THEATRE  
110 Isom Hall  
University, MS 38677  
rmbrewer1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5816

Victoria Lee Brown  
INSTRUCTOR IN SPEECH  
Lamar, Suite B  
University, MS 38677  
vlbrown@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121
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JILL B CABRERA  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
120 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jdcabrera@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7069

ANNE ELIZABETH MARIE CAFER  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY  
543 LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amcafer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

JASON ANTHONY CAIN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jacain@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

DAVID LAMAR CALDER
CLINICAL PROFESSOR OF LAW
ROBERT C KHAYAT LAW CTR RM 3017, 481 CHUCKY MULLINS DR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dcalder@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7394

JENNIFER KAYE CALDWELL
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jkmann@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

JOHN A CALDWELL
INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
101 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jacaldwe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6265

KATRINA M CALDWELL
VICE CHANCELLOR FOR DIVERSITY AND COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND INSTRUCTIONAL PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
304 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmcalder1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2934

MELISSA LYNN CALDWELL
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mlcaldwe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

PAUL A CALLENS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY BUILDING
TUPELO, MS 38801
pacallen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 844-5622

MALCOLM BRADLEY CAMPBELL
INSTRUCTOR AND OXFORD CAMPUS WRITING CENTER DIRECTOR
3RD FLOOR, STE C, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbcampbe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7686

BRETT WOOTEN CANTRELL
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bwcantre@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5409

JOE TURNER CANTU
PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM HALL, RM 202A
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jtcantu@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
LEI CAO
PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
314 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lcao@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

AMANDA CAROLINE CAPINO
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
accapino@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

VALERIO CAPPOZZO
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
HOWRY 207
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vcappozz@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

JAMES MATTHEW CARDEN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
122 JEANETTE PHILLIPS DR (C/O UM SBDC)
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmcarden@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

LAUREN GRACIELA CARDENAS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PRINTMAKING
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lgcarden@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

THOMAS JOHN CAREY
INSTRUCTOR IN HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tjcarey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

TERESA CARR CARITHERS
INTERIM DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES, PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF APPLIED GERONTOLOGY
SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
carither@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

DAVID HUGH CARLISLE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC
160 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
carlisle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

JOSEPH D CARLISLE
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE
238 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jcarlis1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

VALERIE LYNN CARLISLE
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vlcarnis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

**AMBER JEAN CARPENTER-MCCULLOUGH**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION  
222 GUYTON  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ajmccoll@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-7350

**CARLA BETH CARR**  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY  
214 SHOEMAKER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cbcarr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-2153

**EDWARD BENTON CARR**  
INSTRUCTOR EXTENSION SERVICES  
217 CME  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ebcarr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-2639

**W TUCKER CARRINGTON**  
DIRECTOR OF THE INNOCENCE PROJECT AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW  
ROBERT KHAYAT SCHOOL OF LAW ROOM 3049  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38867  
carringw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-7361

**DAVID CARROLL**  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING  
135 ANDERSON  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dmcarro1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-7023

**JAMES L. CARROLL**  
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW  
RCK LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jlcarrol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-7361

**JEFFERY CARTER**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE  
DEUPREE 226  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jcarter3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-7415

**DAVID W CASE**  
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND MISSISSIPPI DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION DISTINGUISHED LECTURER  
RM 3011 LAW SCHOOL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dwcase@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-6843

**MARCO CAVAGLIA**  
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY  
203B LEWIS HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cavaglia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-7642

**KIMBERLY BROWN CAYSON**  
INSTRUCTOR IN DEVELOPMENTAL MATHEMATICS  
307 HILL HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kbcayson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

1 (662) 915-3976
KATHERINE MCGURN CENTELLAS
CROFT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
LAMAR 561
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmcentel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

MIGUEL CENTELLAS
CROFT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
561 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mcentelli@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

SAUMEN CHAKRABORTY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
305 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
saumenc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

WALTER G CHAMBLISS
INTERIM ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RESEARCH & SPONSORED PROGRAMS, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
304 BARR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wchambli@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7134

YUNHEE CHANG
INTERIM CHAIR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND GRADUATE PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
202 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1352

VERA MARIE V CHAPMAN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN HIGHER EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vera@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

VIRGINIA ROUGON CHAVIS
PROFESSOR OF ART AND ART HISTORY
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vlrougon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

CHENG-FU CHEN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
CROFT 216
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cchen5@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6792

WEI-YIN CHEN
PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
14 ANDERSON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cmchengs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5651

WEIXING CHEN
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
105 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wchen3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421
Yixin Chen  
PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE  
207 WEIR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
yxin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7438  

Alexander H D Cheng  
PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING  
229 BREVARD HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
acheng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7407  

Cheng Cheng  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS  
333 HOLMAN HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cheng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5835  

Christine Cheng  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION  
200 CONNER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ccheng3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7468  

Daisy T Cheng  
SENIOR CATALOG LIBRARIAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
RM 221, TECH. SVCS., J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dtcheng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7951  

Qiang Cheng  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION  
5197 W E ROSS PARKWAY  
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671  
gcheng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 342-4765  

Marta Chevalier  
LECTURER IN FRENCH  
213 EAST BONDURANT  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mrego@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5809  

Eun Kyong Choi  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT  
207 LENOIR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
echoi2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2515  

Mahavir Bhupal Chougule  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS & DRUG DELIVERY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
FASER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
chougule@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7341  

Melissa Demetria Cinelli  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING  
MARKETING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cinelli@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820
JAMES V CIZDZIEL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
380 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cizdziel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1814
ALLEN STANLEY CLARK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
211 CROFT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
asclark@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5520
JEREMY T CLARK
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
306 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jeremy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7065
PIER PAOLO CLAUDIO
PROFESSOR OF BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pclaudio@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1005
WALTER E CLELAND
ASSOCIATE CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
311 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cleland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5422
CAROL M CLEVELAND
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN BIOLOGY
214 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bycmc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7203
A MORGAN CLOUD
VISITING PROFESSOR OF NATIONAL CENTER FOR JUSTICE AND THE RULE OF LAW
NATIONAL CENTER FOR JUSTICE AND THE RULE OF LAW
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amcloud@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6897
LORA LEIGH COCKRELL
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
llcockre@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902
LEE MICHAEL COHEN
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
VENTRESS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
leecohen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7178
CHRISTY LYNN COKER
SPEECH/LANGUAGE PATHOLOGIST AND INSTRUCTOR
307 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
clcoker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5126
DAVID A COLBY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS FOR BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES
317 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dcolby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1766

DONALD R COLE
ASSISTANT PROVOST AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
129 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dcole@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1712

MARCIA SHERYL COLE
LECTURER OF APPLIED GERONTOLOGY
P.O. BOX 1848. THE GEORGE ST HOUSE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mscole@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1297

FELICE A COLES
PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT E210A
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
fcoles@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7702

BRAD CONAWAY
VISITING PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bconaway@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

JOHN R CONLON
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
243 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrconlon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5708

SUMALI CONLON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
247 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
conlons@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5470

JANIE MAE CONWAY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmconway@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

BRAD L COOK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS
029 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
blcook@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6644

NANCY MCCARTY COOK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nmcook2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350
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SHERRY HUDDLESTON COOK  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION  
316 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
shcook1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7350

EMILY FRANCES COOLEY  
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC  
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
efcooley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121

ALICE H COOPER  
PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE  
333 DEUPREE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
acooper@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5608

BENJAMIN P COOPER  
SENIOR ASSOCIATE DEAN, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW AND FRANK MONTAGUE JR PROFESSORSHIP OF LEGAL STUDIES & PROFESSIONALISM  
509 LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bcooper@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6809

MARIE SALIBA COPE  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LAW INSTRUCTION  
LAW CENTER, ROOM 1005  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mscope@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7413

CLINTON COPP  
INSTRUCTOR IN BIOLOGY  
311 SHOEMAKER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
copp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2311

MICHAEL L CORMACK JR  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE BARKSDALE READING INSTITUTE AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
1003 JEFFERSON AVENUE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mlcormac@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 236-5600

ENRIQUE COTELO  
LECTURER IN SPANISH  
207 EAST BONDURANT HALL - P.O. BOX 1848  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ecotelov@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7660

IRENE K COTELO  
LECTURER IN SPANISH  
BONDURANT E-207  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ikaufman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7660

SAM COUSLEY  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING  
320 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
s cousley@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
DAVID WALTER COX
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dwox@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

WILLIAM MICHAEL COX
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES
HILL HALL 3RD FLOOR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wmcox@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7426

REBECCA ELLEN CRANE
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
retaylor3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7250

ALETA LYNN CRAWFORD
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD
TUPELO, MS 38801
acrawford@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6229

LUCIEN M CREMALDI
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
202 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cremaldi@phy.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5311

JESSE LEVIS CROMWELL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COLONIAL LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY
310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cromwell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7105

BETTY J CROUTHIER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ART
263 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
arpate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7647

JOHNSON CRUTCHFIELD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
johnc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

ROBERT E CUMMINGS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF ACADEMIC INNOVATION AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF WRITING & RHETORIC
LYCEUM BASEMENT CONF RM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cummings@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1989

CONRAD CUNNINGHAM
PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE
211 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cunningham@cs.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5358
SVJETLANA CURCIC
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD
TUPELO, MS 38801
scurcic@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6219

PATRICK D CURTIS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY (MICROBIAL PHYSIOLOGY)
402 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pdcurtis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1911

KEN CYREE
DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kbcyree@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1103

JOHN M CZARNETZKY
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND MITCHELL, MCNUTT & SAMS DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
ROBERT C. KHAYAT, LAW CENTER, 481 COLISEUM DR., P.O.B. 1848
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
johnmc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6807

Yi-Tai Chung
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LIGHTING DESIGN
110 Isom Hall
University, MS 38677
ychung@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

Frances Miriam Clark
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR, DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES
313 Hill Hall
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
fmclark@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7426

D
LUCA D’ANNA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
214 CROFT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldanna@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3773

JOHN N DAIGLE
PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
20 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wcdaigle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5799

RANDALL NEIL DALE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF BANDS AND DIRECTOR OF ATHLETIC BANDS
103 MUSIC BLDG
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rndale@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7390

XIN DANG
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
315 HUME
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
xdang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7409

**PHYLLIS ALFORD DANIELS**

ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
padaniel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

**FRANK JOHN DANTONE**

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
fjdanton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

**ALAKABHA DATTA**

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
209 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
datta@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5611

**GREGG R DAVIDSON**

CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
120 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
davidson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5824

**KRISTIN ELIZABETH DAVIDSON**

INSTRUCTOR IN COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE
212 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kdavidso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5846

**COURTNEY STRONG DAVIS**

CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cdavis5@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-0000

**DONNA RAYE DAVIS**

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW
3083 KHAYAT LAW CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
 donnad@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6861

**DOUGLAS RAYMOND DAVIS**

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND DIRECTOR OF LEADERSHIP DOCTORAL PROGRAMS
121 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
drdavis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1459

**STEVEN R DAVIS**

PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
279 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
davis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5981

**WALTER D DAVIS**

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT AND FACULTY DIRECTOR OF MBA PROGRAMS
320 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wdavis@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820
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VIOLETTA YEVGENYVNA DAVYDENKO  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE  
253 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
vddavyde@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5820

ELAINE B DAY  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY  
512 SHOEMAKER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lainyday@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5444

JASON SCOTT DEAN  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION-ROOM 207D  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jsdean@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7626

ASHLEY SOREY DEES  
RESEARCH & INSTRUCTION LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
312 J.D. LIBRARY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
aesorey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5863

ALBERTO JOSE DEL ARCO GONZALEZ  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT  
215 TURNER CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
adelarco@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5521

LESLIE MARIE DELASSUS  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN THEATRE AND FILM  
LAMAR HALL SUITE D  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lmdelass@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5916

JARED HEATH DELCAMP  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY  
481 COULTER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
delcamp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7301

SIMONE P DELERME  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND McMULLAN ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOUTHERN STUDIES  
523 LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sdelerme@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7421

KIRSTEN A DELLINGER  
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION AND PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY  
VENTRESS HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kdelling@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7177

MELISSA RENEE DENNIS  
HEAD OF RESEARCH & INSTRUCTION SERVICES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR  
106 J D LIBRARY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mdennis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5861
SUMMER DEPROW
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sdeprow@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

MAKSYM DEREVYAGIN
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
333 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mderevyagin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7819

WILLIAM J DERRICK
PROFESSOR OF THE PRACTICE OF LAW
501 LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
widerrick@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6879

MARCO M DEVERA
INSTRUCTOR IN INTENSIVE ENGLISH
620 ALL AMERICAN DR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmdever1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2858

JACQUELINE FROST DIBIASIE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS
025 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dibiasie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2858

CHARLES CLAY DIBRELL
WM W GRESHAM JR ENTREPRENEURIAL LECTURER AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT DEPT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ccdibrell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1986

VICTORIA LYNN DICKINSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
CONNER HALL-SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vdickins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5448

PATRICIA KAY DIGBY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pkdigby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

OLIVER J DINIUS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF CROFT INSTITUTE AND CROFT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
304 CROFT INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dinius@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1500

TRAVIS EDWIN DIRLE
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS, TEMPORARY
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tdirle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942
LAURA DIVEN-BROWN
DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID
257 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldivenbr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5788

LAURA J DIXON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
302D PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldixon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2535

CARMAN DIXON III
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
NCNPR-PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cdixon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

ROBERT BRIAN DOCTOR
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
214 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rbdoctor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1390

ROBERT JOHN DOERKSEN
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
209 GRADUATE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rid@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7474

MARK KENNETH DOLAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM AND NEW MEDIA
134 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mdolan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5397

LETRICE DANYELL DONALDSON
INSTRUCTOR IN AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
313 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lddonald@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7913

SHERRY LYNN DONALDSON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ART AND ART HISTORY
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
elscarpen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

KATHERINE LAIRD DOOLEY
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
108 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kldooley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7046

GEORGE WORLASI KWASI DOR
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
236 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
qwkdor1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7269
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CAREY BERNINI DOWLING
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
201A PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cbdowlin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6686

CONOR M DOWLING
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
235 DEUPREE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cdowling@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5673

ERIN ELIZABETH DREW
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL, W107B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eedrew@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2783

DAVID R DREWREY
DEPUTY CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER & DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL SERVICES
300 POWERS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
davidd@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7206

BLAKE DAVID DUBINSKI
INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bddubins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

LEIGH ANNE DUCK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT C217
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lduck@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

SUZANNE MICHELE DUGGER
PROFESSOR OF COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND PROGRAM COORDINATOR
139 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smdugger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8821

JOHN CHANDLER DUGGER III
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jcdugger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

SUSAN HANLEY DUNCAN
DEAN AND PROFESSOR OF LAW
DEAN'S OFFICE, RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sduncan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6900

GORDON HUEY DUNKIN
LECTURER IN WRITING & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cdunkin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121
NANCY MCKENZIE DUPONT
PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
133 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ndupont@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5396

KARLA DURAN
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT E-115
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kduran@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5346

DONALD L DYER
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR FACULTY & ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
VENTRESS 204
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mdyer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7178

Jo Ann Duke
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 Guyton Hall
University, MS 38677
jaduke3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

SALLY RENEA EARL
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
srearl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

TIMOTHY DARREN EARLEY
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C-128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tdearley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

GREGORY L EASSON
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH & GRADUATE PROGRAMS FOR THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, DIRECTOR OF THE MISSISSIPPI MINERAL RESOURCES INSTITUTE, AND PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
111 BREVARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
glassson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5995

DEX EDWARDS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dedwards@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

JOANN M EDWARDS
SPEECH INSTRUCTOR AND DIRECTOR OF FORENSICS
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jedwards@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3799

QUINTON T EDWARDS
DIRECTOR OF UNIVERSITY COUNSELING CENTER
UNIVERSITY COUNSELING CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
OGBONNAYA OKO ELECHI
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
oelechi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

ANTONIA L ELIASON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aeliason@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

CRISTIN E ELLIS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT W209A
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ceellis2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

KYLE CARSON ELLIS
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS & FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE AND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
350 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ellis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5970

MAHMOUD A ELSOHLY
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS
135 COY WALLER COMPLEX
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
melsohly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5928

DEBORAH M EMANUEL
HEAD OF METADATA & DIGITAL INITIATIVES AND PROFESSOR
221 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
memanuel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1360

ROBERT COLIN ENGLISH
INSTRUCTOR IN PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
100 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rcenglis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7020

JULIE RUTH ENSZER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR OF GENDER STUDIES
LYCEUM 002
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrenszer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5916

ELIZABETH KAYE ERVIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
202 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eke@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5618

CHIARELLA ESPOSITO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
306 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
esposito@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7568

JESSICA NICOLE ESSARY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
319 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jnessary@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2937

ADAM J ESTES
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
135 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ajestes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1274

ELIZABETH ALLISON ESTES
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eaestes1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

SAMONIA LYNN ETHERIDGE
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sletheri@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

ROBBIE ETHRIDGE
PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
562 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rethridg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7317

W RALPH EUBANKS
VISITING PROFESSOR OF SOUTHERN STUDIES/ENGLISH
LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wreubank@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1502

MICAH PAUL EVERETT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
127 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mpeveret@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1494

DEREK O EZELL
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN MARKETING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
doezell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 844-5622

F

STEPHEN ALLAN FAFULAS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
208 HOWRY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655
stephenf@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8987

MICHAEL FAGANS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MULTIMEDIA JOURNALISM
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mfagans@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

FAZLAY SMR FARUQUE
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
ffaruque@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 815-9027

FARHAD FARZBOD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
2201A CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
farzbod@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3488

LATOYA L FAULK
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, SUITE B, LAMAR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
llfaulk@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

GARRETT ARTHUR FELBER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
felber@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

CONG FENG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
241 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cfeng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

BETH ANN FENNELLY
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
W104 BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bafennel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

JONATHAN BRIAN FENNO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS
31 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jfenno@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1153

MOLLY FERGUSSON
PROFESSOR OF THE PRACTICE OF LAW
LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mefergu1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6888

RIEN THOMAS FERTEL
ADJUNST INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rtfertel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

LESTER FIELD
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
BISHOP
SCOTT A FIENE
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING
227 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
safiene@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7195

STEPHEN G FIER
HOLDER OF THE LIBERTO-KING PROFESSORSHIP IN INSURANCE AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
338 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sgfier@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1353

MARIA IDA FIONDA
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPANISH
BONDURANT E-205B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mifionda@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3140

JOSHUA FIRST
CROFT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
HISTORY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jfirst@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

AMY K FISHER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
205 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
afisher@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

ANN FISHER-WIRTH
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
C212 BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
afwirth@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

REBEKAH JOANNE FLAKE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ART AND ART HISTORY
116 Meek Hall
University, MS 38677
riflake@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

SHANNA KAMIN FLASCHKA
INSTRUCTOR IN THE CENTER FOR WRITING AND RHETORIC, TEMPORARY
202 SOMERVILLE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
skflasch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

WALTER FLASCHKA
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
620 ALL AMERICAN DR #129
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wflaschk@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1951

DAVID ERNEST FLAUTT
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dflautt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5620

ROBERT L FLEEGLER
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF UNITED STATES HISTORY
310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
fleegler@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

JOSHUA FLEMING
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
JACKSON, MS 39216
jwlemi1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 815-0604

LAURIE WARRINGTON FLEMING
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lwfleming@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

DALE L FLESHER
ASSOCIATE DEAN, PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND BURNS CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY
200E CONNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acadfl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7623

RYAN LEE FLETCHER
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
BISHOP 310
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rlfletch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

ASHLEY MARIE FLY
INSTRUCTOR
620 All American Drive
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amfly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1560

LORENA RIBEIRO DE CARVALHO FONSECA
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT E213
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lfonseca@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5809

JENNIFER FORD
HEAD OF ARCHIVES & SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND PROFESSOR
318 J D WILLIAMS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jwford@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7639

MARY ALLISON FORD-WADE
PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ford@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6770

KAREN FATULA FORGETTE
LECTURER IN COMPOSITION AND RHETORIC AND ASSISTANT CHAIR
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kforgett@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1493

RICHARD G FORGETTE
ASSOCIATE PROVOST AND PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
137 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
forgette@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1058

SK FORREST
INSTRUCTOR IN PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
100 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
forrest@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7020

RYAN CLIFTON FORTENBERRY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
322 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
r410@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5340

BRUCE O’BRIAN FOSTER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY & SOUTHERN STUDIES
510 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bofoster@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3760

ELLEN JOAN FOSTER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
325 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
elfoster@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

DAVID FRAGOSO GONZALEZ
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
341 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dfragoso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

TOMMY G FRANKLIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FICTION WRITING
W104 BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tfrankli@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7914

W MARK FRANKS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
510 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wmfranks@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

CAROLYN R FREIWALD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
544 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
crfreiwa@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6544

MARK VINCENT FREZZO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
DE SOTO CENTER
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
mvfrezzo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 293-9290
ARI FRIEDLANDER  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH  
BONDURANT HALL C-132  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ari@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7674

STANLEY ARNOLD FRIEDMAN  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC  
231 MUSIC BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
safriedm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7268

Dwight D Frink  
HOLDER OF THE SELF CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT  
238 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dfrink@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5834

Adrienne Frischhertz  
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
120 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
afrischh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7069

Kyle G Fritz  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP  
105 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kgfritz@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7347

Andrew Fulkerson  
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES  
203 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
wfulkers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

Kathleen Petrie Fuller  
TOM B SCOTT CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE  
357 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kpfuller@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5464

Jump to index

Sergio Garate Alvarez  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE  
253 HOLMAN HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
szgarate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5820

Michael Charles Gardiner  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MUSIC  
151A MUSIC BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mcgardin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5116

Jane Gardner  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN THE CENTER FOR WRITING AND RHETORIC  
100 SOMMERVILLE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jgardne1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
JOHN RYAN GARDNER  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS  
366 HOLMAN HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jrgardne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7291

BART L GARNER  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES  
240 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bart@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1389

THOMAS A GARRETT  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS  
242 HOLMAN HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
tgarrett@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5829

SHENNETTE MONIQUE GARRETT-SCOTT  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES  
304 LONGSTREET HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
smgscott@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2685

RYAN CHRISTIAN GARRICK  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY  
508 SHOEMAKER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
rgarrick@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2341

HERNAN ALBERTO GARRIDO  
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES  
BONDURANT HALL C011-B  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hagarrid@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1943

GABRIEL ALEXANDER GARRIDO FRANCO  
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES  
BONDURANT C-011B  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
gagarrid@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1943

SUSAN D GASTON  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC  
229 MUSIC BLDG  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sgaston@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7268

LANE R GAUTHIER  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION  
203 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
gauthier@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2005

RICHARD JOHN GENTRY  
MAC ELLIOTT CHAIR OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT  
339 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
rjgentry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
PHILLIS L GEORGE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
plgeorge@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

IRA RICHARD GERSHON
PROFESSOR OF LAW INSTRUCTION
LAW SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
igershon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6900

AMY ELIZABETH GIBSON
RESEARCH & INSTRUCTION LIBRARIAN AND PROFESSOR
312D J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aemark@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7867

JENNIFER NOELLE GIFFORD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
118F CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jngiffor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2079

KATHRYN R GILCHRIST
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK Law Center
Ridgeland, MS 39205
krgilchr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

ERICA PAIGE GILLENTINE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
G01 JACKSON AVE CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
epgillen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6621

KRISTY L GILLILAND
DIRECTOR OF LAW LIBRARY AND PROFESSOR OF LAW
LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gillilan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6836

MELISSA ALLEE GINSBURG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH & CREATIVE WRITING
BONDURANT HALL C-218
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mginsburg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

SELIM GIRAY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MUSIC AND ORCHESTRA DIRECTOR
139 MUSIC DEPT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sgiray@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1258

JOSEPH RHEA GLADDEN
INTERIM VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RESEARCH AND SPONSORED PROGRAMS AND PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
313 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jgladden@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2780
GARY C Glick
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
201C PEABODY BLDG
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gcgllick@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

DAVID MARIUS GLIGOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dmgligor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

MURRELL GODFREY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF FORENSIC CHEMISTRY
115 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mgodfrey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5143

PAUL M GOGGANS
PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
22 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
googgans@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5954

WENDY GOLDBERG GOLDBERG
LECTURER IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
goldberg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1211

DYLAN GOLDBLATT
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT E-206
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ngoldbl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7713

MOLLY M GOLDWASSER
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmgoldwa@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

MARIA BAILEY GONDO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbgondo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

JAMES GOODWIN
ADJ INSTRUCTIONAL ASST PROF OF INTEGRATED MRKT COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jjgoodwi1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

ASHLEY BARROWS GORALCZYK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
TUPELO, MS 38801
abgoralc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7063
**RICHARD K GORDON**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  
16 ANDERSON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
eegordon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5388

**WILLIAM ROTHACKER GOTTSHALL**  
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE LOTT LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE  
105 TRENT LOTT INSTITUTE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
billyg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-3189

**WAYNE GOUDY GOUDY**  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES  
203 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ewgoudy1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

**DENIS CHARLES GOULET**  
INSTRUCTIONAL PROFESSOR AND COORDINATOR OF LABORATORY PROGRAMS  
204 SHOEMAKER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dgoulet@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7213

**TAMAR GOULET**  
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY  
524 SHOEMAKER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
tlgoulet@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7457

**AARON MARSHALL GRAHAM**  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION  
BRYANT 100  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
amgraha2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7020

**SHIRLEY W GRAY**  
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC  
SOMERVILLE, RM 203  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
swgray1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121

**WAYNE L GRAY**  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY  
214 SHOEMAKER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
wgray@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7203

**ANGELA KAY GREEN**  
WRITING ENRICHED CURRICULUM LECTURER  
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
akgreen2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121

**CHRISTOPHER R GREEN**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW  
3013 LAW CTR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
crgreen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6837
JOHN J GREEN
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AND DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR POPULATION STUDIES
537 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jjgreen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7295

SARAH MCDAVITT GREEN
INSTRUCTOR IN CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
222 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smgreen1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

JUDY K GREENWOOD
HEAD OF ACCESS SERVICES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jgrnwood@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5867

RICK R GREGORY
ASSISTANT PROVOST FOR REGIONAL EDUCATION IN OUTREACH, DIRECTOR OF UM CAMPUSES - DESOTO & GRENADE, AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION
5197 W E ROSS PARKWAY
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
rgregory@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8201

VANESSA GREGORY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
223 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vgregory@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7127

DARREN E GREM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF UNITED STATES SOUTH HISTORY
310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
degrem@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

JEREMY BRIAN GRIFFIN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
311 CME
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbgriffi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2643

LEE ANN GRIFFIN
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lharper1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

THOMAS K GRIFFIS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38867
tkgriffi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

BENJAMIN E GRIFFITH
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
begriffi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master’s, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
SANDRA H GRISHAM  
INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY  
103 LEAVELL HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sgrisham@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7421

ALAN M GROSS  
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY  
311A PEABODY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pygross@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5186

BARTES GUARR  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
FASER 201  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bguarr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1050

WALTER S GUIDROZ  
ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING  
GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
wsguidro@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7498

GANG GUO  
CROFT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE  
128 DEUPREE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
gg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5419

ADAM STEFAN GUSSOW  
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH AND SOUTHERN STUDIES  
C213 BONDURANT  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
agussow@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7333

SCOTT ALLEN GUSTAFSON  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CENTER  
G 382 KINARD HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sagustaf@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5272

ZACHARY K GUTHRIE  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY  
310 BISHOP  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
zkguthri@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7148

Arup Ganguly  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE  
253 Holman Hall  
University, MS 38677  
aganguly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5820

Lin Ge  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE  
253 Holman Hall  
University, MS 38677  
lge@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5820
Michael William Gill
INSTRUCTOR IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
134 Anderson
University, MS 38677
mwgill@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

Garth Richard Greenwell
WRITER IN RESIDENCE
Bondurant Hall W 111
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655
ggreenw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

Anthony Stephen Haas
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
200 CONNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ashaas@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7468

Seea L Haines
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
shaines@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2481

Stuart Tilman Haines
DIRECTOR OF THE DIVISION OF PHARMACY PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
sthaines@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2481

Charlsie Haire Haire
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
LAMAR, 3RD FL,SUITE B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rhaire@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

Danny P Hall
SENIOR LECTURER IN LEGAL STUDIES
218 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dhalljr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

Deborah Woodrick Hall
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
215 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dmhall@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Jacinta Andreanna Hall
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER, ROOM 2065
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jahall5@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

Joan Wylie Hall
SENIOR LECTURER IN ENGLISH
104 LEAVELL HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
egjwh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7286
MATTHEW RUSSELL HALL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW AND JESSE D PUCKETT JR LECTURER
ROBERT C. KHAYAT LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mrhall@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6853

ALESIA HALL-CAMPBELL
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF INSTITUTE OF CHILD NUTRITION
NFSMI
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ahall1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7658

BUD HAMILTON
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
YERBY CENTER- DESOTO CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bhamilton@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

NATHAN I HAMMER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
180 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nhammer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3989

MICHELLE LEA DESYIN HANLON
AIR AND SPACE LAW INSTRUCTOR
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mihanlon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

CAREY BLACKERBY HANSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COSTUME DESIGN
110 ISOM, RM 102
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
costumes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6990

RONGLONG HAO
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
212 CROFT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2029

ALINA MICHELLE HARGES
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
222 GUPTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amharges@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

JAIME LYNN HARKER
DIRECTOR OF THE ISOM CENTER AND PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
STE D, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jlharker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5916

MEREDITH L HARPER
INSTRUCTOR, TEMPORARY IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
210 SOMERVILLE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mharper1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121
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THOMAS K HARRELL
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
1023 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kharrell@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2042

DEERRICK AVIN HARRIELL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
BONDURANT HALL, C130
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
harriell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

TINA M HARRY
CATALOG LIBRARIAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
221 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tharry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5459

JAMES CURTIS HARTSFIELD
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PRACTICE IN CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE
CME 310
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jchartsf@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2633

CODY J HARVILLE
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
216 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
charville@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

KAYLA DENISE DAVIS HARVILLE
INSTRUCTOR AND DIRECTOR OF FRESHMAN MATHEMATICS
305C HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kdharvil@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7410

NAEEMUL HASSAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE
216 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nhassan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5355

RAY A HAWKINS
DIRECTOR OF UNIVERSITY POLICE AND CAMPUS SAFETY
321 KINARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rahawkin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7234

DEL HAWLEY HAWLEY
SENIOR ASSOCIATE DEAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dhawley@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5496

MARY ELIZABETH HAYES
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT W203
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hayes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439
SHARON ELAINE HAYES
INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sehayes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

CHRISTYE HAYES-SANDERS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cchayes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

DAVIS E HENDERSON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hnderson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7652

JOSEPH ROBERT HENDRICKSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
229 HOLMAN HALL N
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrhendr1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7579

JAMES A HENEGAN
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
HUME HALL 305
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jhenegan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

SARAH KELLY HENNIGAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FILM PRODUCTION
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
skhennig@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

DESIREE CAROLE HENSLEY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LAW
SCHOOL OF LAW RM 3021
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dhensley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6896

JI HOON HEO
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jheo1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

DAVID K HERRERA
HEAD OF LIBRARY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
310 C J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kherrera@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7677

GAIL LOUISE HEIMER HERRERA
ASSISTANT DEAN OF TECHNICAL SERVICES & AUTOMATION AND PROFESSOR
221 C J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gherrera@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5674
MICHAEL LANCE HERRINGTON
INSTRUCTOR AND COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT FOR THE ESL PROGRAM
103 OLD INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lherring@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7396

CLAIRE NELSON HICK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cnelson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

CAROLYN WILES HIGDON
PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
308 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chigdon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5122

JAMES W HILL
INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY
510 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jwhill1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

JAMES GARRISON HILL
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
122 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hgiames@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7928

SHANNON LEANE HILL
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
DESOTO CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aashanno@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7282

RENEE CUNNINGHAM HILL-CUNNINGHAM
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATH EDUCATION
TEACHER EDUCATION, 336 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
reneec@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2161

MAX B HIPP
INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL, C-128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbhipp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

ALISON HITCH HITCH
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC (FASTRACK)
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ahlitch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

VIVIAN B HOBBS
SENIOR LECTURER IN ENGLISH
LEAVELL HALL 106
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vhobbs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439
MELISSA HODGE-PENN
ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR FOR RESEARCH AND SPONSORED PROGRAMS
100 BARR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mhodge@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7482

JASON DALE HOEKSEMA
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
318 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hoeksema@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1275

MICHAEL H HOFFHEIMER
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND JAMIE L WHITTEN CHAIR OF LAW & GOVERNMENT
553 LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mhoffhe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6865

DAVID HENRY HOLBEN
PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
214 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dholben@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1359

JOSEPH HAMPTON HOLLAND
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
107 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jholland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1362

JOHN A HOLLEMAN
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION, HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAM COORDINATOR, AND DIRECTOR OF GRADUATE STUDIES FOR THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
106 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
holleman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7198

APRIL HOLM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
HISTORY DEPARTMENT, 310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aholm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6945

ERIN RENEE HOLMES
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
233 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
erholmes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5914

KELVIN HOLMES
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
222 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmholmes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

ROBERT M HOLT
PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
1208 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rhmolt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
SHARI HODGES HOLT
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN ENGLISH
C-128 BONDURANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
shodges@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

ERIK F Y HOM
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
401 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
erik@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1731

IAN HOMICICK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
126 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ihomick@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1282

ALANNA MARIA CORONADO HONKANEN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amhonkan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

KATE MCCALLEY HOOPER
LECTURER IN SPEECH
STE B, 3RD FLOOR, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmhooper@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1907

BRIAN WAYNE HOPKINS
DEPUTY CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER FOR ACADEMIC TECHNOLOGY
303 POWERS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bwhopkin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7206

JAIME HOVEY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN GENDER STUDIES
LAMAR HALL SUITE D 3RD FLOOR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jhovey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5916

JOSHUA H HOWARD
CROFT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jhoward@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5749

MICHAEL W HOWLAND
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mhowland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

WHITNEY ALEXANDER HUBBARD
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wahubbar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121
EDWARD HUDSPETH
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
efhudspe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

ROBERT HUNT
LECTURER IN MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTER SPECIALIST
JACKSON AVE CTR A04
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rhunt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2381

ERIK CURTIS HURLEN
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
201D CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
echurlen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3032

SAMIR A HUSNI
PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM, HEDERMAN LECTURER AND DIRECTOR OF MAGAZINE INNOVATION CENTER
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsamir@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7147

CHARLES L HUSSEY
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH & GRADUATE EDUCATION AND PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
280 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chclh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7178

WINN E HUTCHCRAFT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
312 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eeweh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6934

NEAL HUTCHENS
INTERIM CHAIR OF HIGHER EDUCATION AND PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nhhutche@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2520

George Haymans
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
colreb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Kayla Renay Hielscher
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
kstover@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2615
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VIVIAN IBRAHIM
CROFT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
HISTORY/CROFT INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vibrahim@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
VALENTINA BORIS IEPURI
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT HALL E - 210B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vbiepuri@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7715

TOSHIKAZU IKUTA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
311 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tikuta@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5121

MUHAMMAD ILIAS
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH
3034 NCNPR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
milias@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1051

IVETA IMRE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN JOURNALISM
114 FARLEY HALL 7146
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
iimre@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

ROSEMARY OLIPHANT INGHAM
PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION AND COORDINATOR OF SECONDARY EDUCATION
331 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ringham@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7589

AMY INGRAM HONEYCUTT INGRAM
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aingram@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

MARC D INMAN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, SUITE B, LAMAR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
minman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

MATTHEW INMAN
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
302 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
minman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7231

DAVID ISHEE
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW INSTRUCTION
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dishee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

J

COLIN R JACKSON
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
506 SHOEMAKER HALL
DEIDRA FAYE JACKSON
TEMPORARY INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION, 114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
djackson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

EVELYN FARNELL JACKSON
INSTRUCTOR IN BIOLOGY
228 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ejackson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1580

JEFFREY T JACKSON
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
509 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jackson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5230

JENNIFER A JACKSON
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
B1 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jajacks2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

PHILIP R JACKSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ART
240 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
philip@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5911

BYUNGHYUN JANG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
215 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bjang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5355

MIKA B JEKABSONS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
110 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jekabson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3998

MARY ANASTASHIA BALLAS JENKINS
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
maballas@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1498

YAFEI JIA
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF BASIC RESEARCH AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMPUTATIONAL HYDROSCIENCE & ENGINEERING
328 OLD CHEMISTRY BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jia@ncche.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7783

SHAN JIANG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR - EMPHASIS IN COMPUTATIONAL SOLID MECHANICS
201E CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jiang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7219

SEONG BONG JO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
107 FAUSER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
seongjo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5166

EDEN ALEXANDRA JOHNSON
INSTRUCTOR IN BIOLOGY
214 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eajohns8@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7204

GREGORY A JOHNSON
BLUES CURATOR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
318 J D WILLIAMS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gj1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7753

JEFFERY M JOHNSON
LECTURER IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
304 Odom Hall
University, MS 38677
johnson1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

KIRK ANTHONY JOHNSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES
305 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kjohnson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6505

LAURA RENEE JOHNSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
201B PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ljohnson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5185

PAUL D JOHNSON
CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
244 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pdjohnso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

RACHEL JOHNSON
INSTRUCTOR AND REGIONAL CAMPUS WRITING CENTER DIRECTOR
1918 BRIAR RIDGE RD
TUPELO, MS 38804
rejohns3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6264

WILLA ELAINE MATHIS JOHNSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
540 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wjohnson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

JAMES CLIFTON JOHNSON II
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
AMANDA JANE JOHNSTON  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC  
240 MUSIC BLDG  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ajohnst@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-6962

JEONG JOLEE  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
PHARMACY PRACTICE, 201 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jjolee@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-1050

BENJAMIN THOMAS JONES  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS  
134 DEUPREE HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bjones1@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-7403

BRADLEY W JONES  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY  
122 SHOEMAKER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jonesbw@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-1700

JAMES JONES  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE  
213 WEIR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jaone13@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-1456

ASHLEY JONES-BODIE  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION AND COMMUNICATION ACROSS THE CURRICULUM COORDINATOR  
SUITE B LAMAR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
aib@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-1012

LISA MORGAN JORDAN  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION  
316 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lmjordan@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-7350

HYUNWOO JOUNG  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT  
218 LENOIR HALL, SORORITY ROW  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hjoung@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-7372

CYNTHIA LYNNE JOYCE  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM  
SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND NEW MEDIA, 17 FARLEY HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cjoyce@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-7146

JONAH WESLEY JURSS  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY  
379 COULTER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jwjurss@olemiss.edu  
1 (662) 915-7146

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master’s, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
RHONA JUSTICE-MALLOY  
PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS  
110 ISOM HALL, RM 204  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
rjmalloy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5816

KIMBERLY A KAISER  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES  
ODOM HALL 203  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kakaise1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

IVO KAMPS  
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH  
BONDURANT C128  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
egkamps@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7439

MINSOO KANG  
CHAIR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSOR  
219 TURNER CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5844

ANEES KANORWALA  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CTR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
akanorwa@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1005

SAIM KASHMIRI  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING  
MARKETING, 253 HOLMAN HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
skashmir@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1523

MICHELE S KATTERJOHN  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY  
510 LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mskatter@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7421

MISA KAYAMA  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK  
211 LONGSTREET  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mkayama@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7336

WANDA J KEAHEY  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR  
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
LINDA DENISE KEENA
INTERIM CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE
207 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldeena@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1998

DAVID W KELLUM
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dkellum@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

ELLEN LESLIE KELLUM
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
elkellum@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

SAVANNAH LEA KELLY
RESEARCH & INSTRUCTION LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
JD WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
slkelly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5877

ALEXANDRIA K KERWIN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND INTERIM CLINICAL COORDINATOR
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
akkerwin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

ANNA LEE KESKIN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
akeskin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

BURHANETTIN KESKIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
321 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bkeskin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5891

IKHLAS A KHAH
DIRECTOR, THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR; RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM; AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR & COORDINATOR FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS
3011 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ikhan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7821

MICHELLE ANN KILBURN
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
105 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
makilburn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7981

CATHERINE V KILGORE
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
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RCK LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cvkilgor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7361

**TIFFANY L KILPATRICK**  
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW  
LAW SCHOOL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
tkilpat@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

**BOKYUNG KIM**  
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ART AND ART HISTORY  
116 MEEK HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bkim7@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7193

**MIN JUNG KIM**  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT  
215 TURNER CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mk55@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5521

**YI JIN KIM**  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK  
5197 W E ROSS PKWY  
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671  
yikim@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 342-4765

**MARVIN PORTER KING**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES AND SENIOR FELLOW OF THE SOUTH RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE  
325 DEUPREE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
marvin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5408

**TAMMY LOUISE KIRKLAND**  
INSTRUCTOR AND COORDINATOR OF WORLD CLASS TEACHING PROGRAM  
255 INSIGHT DR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kirkland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7249

**JONATHAN KLINGLER**  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE  
133 DEUPREE HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jklingle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7401

**JASON E KLODT**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES  
BONDURANT C109  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jklodt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6694

**FRANCES COURTNEY KNEUPPER**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY  
HISTORY/ 310 BISHOP HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655  
fckneupp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7148

**KATHY B KNIGHT**  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT  
201 LENOIR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kknight@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5172

**SASA KOCIC**
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
312 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
skocic@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7582

**NATALIA ALEXANDROVNA KOLESNIKOVA**
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
354 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
natalia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1589

**YING KONG**
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
305 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ykong1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

**TRACY LYNN CASE KOSLowski**
LECTURER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RECRUITMENT AND DEVELOPMENT- INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM
OLD ATHLETICS, IEP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tlcase@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1847

**ROBERT S KROEGER**
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
206 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kroeger@phy.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7924

**GUY JOSEPH KRUEGER**
LECTURER IN WRITING & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gkrueger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1496

**PATRICIA A KRUEGER**
PROFESSOR OF THE PRACTICE OF LAW
ROBERTS C. KHAYAT LAW CENTER, 481 COLISSEUM DR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pkrueger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6889

**LYNN KUGELE**
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
5197 W.E. ROSS PARKWAY DC259
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
lpkugele@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

**ROYCE KURTz**
AICPA RESEARCH & INSTRUCTION LIBRARIAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
212 A J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ulkurtz@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5537

**Rizwanur Rahman Khan**
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
305 Hume Hall
University, MS 38677
Jisun Kim
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
jkim39@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

BRANDI HEPHNER LABANC
VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
VC FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS, 238 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bhl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5050

CECILLE ALISTA LABUDA
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
1031 NCPA
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cpembert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3945

LYNETTE DENISE LACEY-GODFREY
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION, 120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldlaceyg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

ELLEN LACKEY
PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS RESEARCH GROUP TEST FACILITIES
308 CMA
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
melackey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5379

ELICIA CHELSEY LAIR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
302C PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eclair@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1971

ELISE S LAKE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POPULATION STUDIES
539 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
salake@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7737

LAUREL GREENWAY LAMBERT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lambertl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

FEI LAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF RELIGION
19 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
flan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7976

MARIA EUGENIA LANDA VERA
LECTURER IN SPANISH
BONDURANT E110
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eugenia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5346

MAURY S LANE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN JOURNALISM
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mslane@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

STACEY M LANTAGNE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lantagne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

JOHN M LATARTARA
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
151-C MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jlatarta@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1336

HOWARD LAWRENCE
CLINICAL PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
DESGOTO CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hlawrenc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 393-1616

JUDY RAMAGE LAWRENCE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION, DESOTA CENTER
DESGOTO, MS 38654
jrlawreso3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 393-1616

KIESE MEKIBA LAYMON
OTTILIE SCHILLIG PROFESSOR IN ENGLISH & CREATIVE WRITING
BONDURANT W205A
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmlaymon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6949

HOANG VAN LE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
419 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2555

THAI HOANG LE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
337 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
leth@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1567

CHRISTOPHER J LEARY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
424 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cleary@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1087

KATHRYN A LECHLER
VISITING INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH
LEAVELL HALL 103
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kalechle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

RORY LEDBETTER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM HALL, RM 302 B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rledbett@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

ADAM WAYNE LEE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
awlee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

KOFAN LEE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPORT AND RECREATION ADMINISTRATION
226 TURNER CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kle18@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7573

NA YOUN LEE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
108 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nlee2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2686

SC LEE
CROFT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY AND KOREAN STUDIES
510 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
slee48@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

SOO YEON SOO YEON LEE
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Hume Hall Room 305
University, MS 38677
slee27@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

TERESA ANNE LEFMANN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tlefmann@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

ROBERT THOMAS LEHMANN
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 390164505
rtlehman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2055

MARC H LERNER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
321 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mlerner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7529

JOHN C LESLIE
MUSIC CATALOG LIBRARIAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
221 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jleslie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7953

DONNA LEVINE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION, 114 FARLEY HALL UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dlevine@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

BRUCE M LEVINGTON
CHANCELLOR'S HONORS COLLEGE ARTIST-IN-RESIDENCE AND HOLDER OF THE LESTER GLENN FANT CHAIR SALLY M BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE 322 UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bruce@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7294

THERESA HILARY LEVITT
PROFESSOR OF HISTORY 328B BISHOP UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tlevitt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3792

NICOLE LEWIS
LECTURER OF BIOLOGY 309 SHOEMAKER HALL UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nalewis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1648

XIAOBING LI
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 134 ANDERSON UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
xli7@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

ANDRE PETER LIEBENBERG GWENETT & JACK W ROBERTSON CHAIR OF INSURANCE AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE 338 HOLMAN HALL UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aliebenb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3844

IVONNE ANDREA LIEBENBERG INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE 320 HOLMAN HALL UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
iliebenb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6251

JENNIFER DOROTHY LIGHTWEIS-GOFF INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH BONDURANT HALL C-128 UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jlg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

ANNE MARIE LILES DIRECTOR OF EXPERIENTIAL PROGRAMS AND CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE SCHOOL OF PHARMACY FASER 201 UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amliles@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2860

SARAH JEAN LILJEGREN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY 118 SHOEMAKER HALL UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sillieg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1409

YOUNGHEE LIM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
youlim@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

ALEX LINGREN-GIBSON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ARCH DALRYMPLE III DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
BISHOP 310
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aslindgr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

DIANE W LINDLEY
INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY
510 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dlindley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

SAMUEL T LISI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
318 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
stlisi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3889

JOHN A LOBUR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS
30 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jalobur@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1151

JEREMY PAUL LOENNEKE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jpleunne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5567

JASPER MARK LOFTIN
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND PROFESSOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES, GEORGE STREET UNIVERSITY HOUSE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mloftin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7900

MATTHEW L LONG
PROFESSOR OF ART AND ART HISTORY
265 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
matlong@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6985

MARTIAL LONGLA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
308 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mlongla@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7436

ALEXANDER MIGUEL LOPEZ
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
134 ANDERSON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amlopez2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3889
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PAUL DINNEEN LOPRINZI
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pdloprin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5561

GREGORY J LOVE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
132 DEUPREE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
glove@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7401

SUSAN JANEL LOVEALL-HAGUE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
307 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sjloveal@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7652

REBECCA LOWE
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND CO-DIRECTOR OF SPEECH AND HEARING CLINIC
101 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rl1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7574

DIANE LAWRENCE LOWRY
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
TEACHER EDUCATION, 335 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dlowry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5753

BETHANY WALKER LUCAS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
201 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38663
bwlucas1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7396

WILLIAM OLIVER LUCKETT
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
LAW INSTRUCTION, RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wolucket@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

CHRISTOPHER ALLEN LUSE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF AMERICAN HISTORY
310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
caluse@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6252

CHRISTINA M LUTZ
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ART AND ART HISTORY
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cmlutz@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

KARLA M LYLES
LECTURER IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmlyles@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1285
ANDREW ARCH LYNCH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aalynch1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

TERRY PONNATH LYONS
SENIOR LECTURER IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tplyons1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6266

Susan Leake
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR, DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES
312 Hill Hall
University, MS 38677
smeri@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7246

Teresa Lee
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
C-106 Boundurant Hall
University, MS 38677
tlee2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7711

Philip Levy
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK Law Center
University, MS 38677
pmlevy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

SuzAnne Liddell
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 Guyton Hall
University, MS 38677
ssliddel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

DANIELLE JEANETTE MAACK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
djmaack@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1927

ROBERT GERALD MAGEE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rmgagee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

JOSHUA ALEXANDER MAGRUDER
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
1918 BRIAR RIDGE RD
TUPELO, MS 38804
jamagrud@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6212

JENNIFER AUSTIN MAIN
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655
jaustin1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6202
SOUMYAJIT MAJUMDAR
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RESEARCH & GRADUATE PROGRAMS, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE PII CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR
111 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
majumso@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3793

KELLYE MARIE MAKAMSON
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
LAMAR HALL B-11
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmmakam1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

NIDHI VIJ MALI
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
105 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nvij@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7347

DONALD WILLIAM MALINIAK
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dwmalini@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

SCOTT S MALINOWSKI
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, 2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
ssmalino@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 815-1934

STEPHEN LEE MALLORY
PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
206 ODOM HALL A
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smallory@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

JAMES KEVIN MALLOY
INSTRUCTOR IN SPEECH
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jkmalloy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1379

ROBERT B MALONE
VISITING INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ART AND ART HISTORY
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rmalone@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

NEIL A MANSON
PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY
16 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
namanson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6713

AHMED YOUSSEF MANSOUR
INSTRUCTOR IN ARABIC
218 CROFT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aymansou@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
PRABHAKAR R MANTENA  
PROMFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  
201B CARRIER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
meprm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5990  

YAN MAO  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC  
231 MUSIC BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ymao@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7268  

REBECCA KATHERINE MARCHIEL  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY  
310 BISHOP HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
rkmarchi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7148  

FRANK BELL MARKHAM  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT  
UNIV. OF MISS. - DESOTO, 5197 W.E. ROSS PKY  
SOUTHWEN, MS 38671  
fmarkham@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 342-4765  

DEREK L MARKLEY  
DIRECTOR OF TUPELO & BOONEVILLE CAMPUSES AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
1918 BRIAR RIDGE RD  
TUPELO, MS 38804  
dmarkley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6238  

JEVON MARCELLUS MARSHALL  
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION, 120 GUYTON HALL 7069  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jmarshal@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7069  

THOMAS C MARSHALL  
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY  
126 LEWIS HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
marshall@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5325  

DIANE ELAINE MARTING  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES  
BONDURANT E104  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dmarting@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7104  

MUSTAFA MUHAMMAD MATALGAH  
PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  
12 ANDERSON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mustafa@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5381  

LIONEL MATEN  
ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND DIRECTOR OF STUDENT HOUSING  
233 LYCEUM  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lmaten@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7705
DANIELL L MATTERN
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
411 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mattern@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5335

MERVIN R MATTHEW
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
PSYCHOLOGY, 205 GEORGE PEABODY BLDG
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmmatthe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1499

MICHELLE BELK MATTHEWS
VISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
355 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmatthew@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1579

JAN MAYS
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cjmay@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

TYRUS A MCCARTY
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR SPECIAL INITIATIVES IN THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, ASSISTANT CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AND ACTING CHAIR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
201F CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mccarty@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5377

GEORGE STEWART MCCLELLAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
120 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gsmcclel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-4995

SUSAN S MCCLELLAND
CHAIR OF TEACHER EDUCATION AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION
GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ssmc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3847

KATIE S MCCLENDON
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE, ASSISTANT DEAN FOR STUDENT SERVICES AND DIRECTOR OF STUDENT AFFAIRS FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmcclendon@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 984-2638

MARQUIS O MCCLOUD
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
303 CAREER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
momccloud@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7174

JACK A MCCLURG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PRACTICE OF THE CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE
CTR FOR MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE, 1784 UNIVERSITY CIR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmcclurg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
LUCILE M MCCOOK
INSTRUCTIONAL PROFESSOR AND CURATOR OF THE HERBARIUM
406 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bymccook@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5498

CARRIE R MCCORMICK
INSTRUCTOR IN SPEECH
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
crmccorm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

JANE A S MCDONALD
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jasmcdona@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

AMY DENISE MCDOWELL
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
513 LAMAR HALL
mcdowell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

DAVE MCELREATH
PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
302 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dhmcel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

BLAIR MCELROY
SENIOR INTERNATIONAL OFFICER AND DIRECTOR OF STUDY ABROAD
318 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
blair@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

CLYDE MCGEE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cmcgee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

PATRICK JOSEPH MCGINN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
CENTER FOR WRITING AND RHETORIC, 100 SOMERVILLE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pjmcginn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

RONNIE MCGINNESS
LECTURER IN ECONOMICS
355 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rpmcginn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

ANDREW BROCK MCINTYRE
INSTRUCTOR IN ART AND ART HISTORY AND CERAMIC TECHNICIAN
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
abmcinty@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
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KATHRYN B MCKEE
MCMULLAN ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOUTHERN STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
216 BARNARD OBSERVATORY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmckee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5993

SALLY L MCWHITE
POLITICAL PAPERS ARCHIVIST AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
LIBRARY ANNEX
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
slmcwhit@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1850

ELLEN B MEACHAM
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
18 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ebmeacha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7535

SHAWN BODA DEANNE MEAD
DIRECTOR OF INCLUSION & CROSS CULTURAL ENGAGEMENT
129 STEWART HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sdmead@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1689

JANE MEEK
LECTURER IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
DEPT OF WRITING AND RHETORIC, 3RD FLOOR STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmeek@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

KERRY B MELEAR
PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
107 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kbm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5016

MARILYN MENDOLIA
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
302A PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pymm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7254

MARCOS ALEXANDER MENDOZA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
LAMAR HALL 547
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mendoza@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7343

KASSANDRA KAY MESSENGER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kkmessen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

CHERYL T METREJEAN
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
ctmet@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

EDDIE METREJEAN
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
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eddiemet@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7468

JEREMY DAVID MEUSER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmeuser@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

MAUREEN ELIZABETH MEYERS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
560 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
memeyer1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

MICH BARUCH MILINOVICH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
329 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbmilno@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

DAVID B MILLER
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
615 GROVE LOOP; LAMAR STE B 3RD FLOOR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dbmiller@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

SHEM THOMAS MILLER
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
100 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
stmille1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7020

STEPHANIE ELISABETH MILLER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
semille5@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6541

SAM MILLIGAN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, #8
OXFORD, MS 38655
samillig@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

ALYSSON LEIGH MILLS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE
302 HONORS COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
almills1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7294

MARGARET S MILLS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
msmills1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

JOS E MILTON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
143 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jemilton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7488
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ERWIN DIAZ MINA  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS  
317 HUME HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
minadiaz@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1204

CLAIRE B MISCHER  
INSTRUCTOR AND GRADUATE WRITING CENTER DIRECTOR  
405 LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cbmischk@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-3173

AMRITA MISHRA  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  
201C CARRIER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
amishra2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-3491

CINDY DENTON MISITA  
INSTRUCTOR IN CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION AND COORDINATOR OF FIELD EXPERIENCE  
115 GUYTON ANNEX  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cdmisita@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7352

CHARLES D MITCHELL  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM  
114 FARLEY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cdmitch1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6780

ELIZABETH FIKES MITCHELL  
INSTRUCTOR IN DEVELOPMENTAL STUDIES  
307 HILL HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bethm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6624

NED MITCHELL  
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING  
106 CARRIER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
knmitche@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7191

RICKY MIZE  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION  
JOURNALISM/ 114 FARLEY HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
rnize1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7146

JENNIFER M MIZENKO  
PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS  
110 ISOM HALL, RM 202B  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jmizenko@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5969

JOEL MOBLEY  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY AND SENIOR SCIENTIST I IN NATIONAL CENTER FOR PHYSICAL ACoustics  
1034 NCPA  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jmobley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6937
JON R MOEN
CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
371 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmoen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5467

ANN ELIZABETH MONROE
ASSISTANT DEAN, DIRECTOR OF ASSESSMENT, AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF TEACHER EDUCATION
308 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amonroe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5250

STEPHEN MONROE
CHAIR AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF WRITING & RHETORIC
LAMAR HALL, 3RD FLOOR, STE B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smonroe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1815

LOFTON STURGIS MONTEITH
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR WRITING AND RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR SUITE B LAMAR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lsmontei@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

ALIDA MARIE MOORE
LECTURER IN ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amoore@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

ELIZABETH MARIE MOORE
INSTRUCTOR IN SPEECH
2RD FLOOR STE 204 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
emmoore5@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

JERILOU J MOORE
PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
333 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jimoore@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7622

ROBERT E MOORE
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
remoore2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

VIRGINIA J MOORE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD
TUPELO, MS 38801
vjmoore@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6260

RONNIE K MORGAN
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF MISSISSIPPI SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOCIATION
104 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
morgan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7150
MATTHEW ARTHUR MORRISON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
310 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
morrison@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5384

SARAH M MOSES
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF RELIGION
13 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smoses@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1702

PHILIP D MOSIER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pdmosier@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1071

LINDA CRISTAL MOTA BATIZ
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
214 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lcmota@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7203

JACQUELINE MARIE MOTT
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmbrinem@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

MICHAEL Seth MOTT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
317 GUYTON HALL
OXFORD, MS 38677
msmott@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

DEBORAH S MOWER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY AND MR. & MRS. ALFRED HUME BRYANT LECTURESHIP IN ETHICS
100 BRYANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dsmower@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7020

CHRISTOPHER L MULLEN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
205 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cvchris@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5370

ASHLEY MULLINS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, SUITE B, LAMAR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amullin1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

ALAN REUSTLE MUNSHOWER
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS LIBRARIAN (AUDIO AND VISUAL) AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
J.D. WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
alanm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7408
SMITH MURPHEY
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smurphey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

JANICE W MURRAY
ASSOCIATE DEAN OF THE COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND PROFESSOR OF ART
143 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmurray@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3182

MATTHEW LEIGH MURRAY
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY
553 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mlmurray@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3995

JAMES MURRAY JR.
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
PHARMACY PRACTICE
JACKSON, MS 38677
jmurray1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (661) 815-5081

SATHYANARAYANA NARASIMHA MURTHY
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
104 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
murthy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7341

MELODY BRUCE MUSGROVE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND CO-DIRECTOR OF THE GRADUATE CENTER FOR EARLY LEARNING
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

ALICE JOHNSTON MYATT
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF WRITING AND RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amyatt1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7678

Paul Marszalkowski
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MUSICAL THEATRE
110 Isom Hall
University, MS 38677
pmarszal@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

Veronica Estela Menaldi
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPANISH IN MODERN LANGUAGES
Bondurant E-205A
University, MS 38677
vemenald@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

Jennifer Ann Meyer
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
Lewis 211B
University, MS 38677
jameyer2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7046
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SHELIA RENA NABORS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
srnabors@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

DALE G NAGLE
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
405A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dnagle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7143

YACOUB MOHD NAJJAR
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
106 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ymnajjar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7191

N P DHAMMIKA NANAYAKKARA
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH
3037 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dhammika@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1019

KATIE YARBOROUGH NARON NARON
INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
TEACHER EDUCATION, 316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mkyarbo1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

JOHN R NEFF
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
322 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jneff@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3969

CHRISTOPHER LOWE NEWMAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
MARKETING, 253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
clnewman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

GINGER NEWSOM
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
217 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vhnewsom@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

AIMEE C NEZHUKUMATATHIL
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH & CREATIVE WRITING
BONDURANT HALL W-210
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acnezhuk@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

DAO XUAN NGUYEN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
305 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dxnguyen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071
DAVE L NICHOLS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY AND HORNE, LLP LECTURER
1048 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acdln@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5237

AMBER SAMYRA NICHOLS-BUCKLEY
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
asnichol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

RYAN NIEMEYER
CHAIR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION, DIRECTOR OF MISSISSIPPI EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING PROGRAM, AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, P.O. BOX 1848
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sniemey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7154

BRICE NOONAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
502 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bnoonan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6705

TIMOTHY W NORDSTROM
PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
230 DEUPREE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tnordstr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7232

H WILBERT NORTON
DEAN OF THE MEEK SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM & NEW MEDIA AND PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM & NEW MEDIA
FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hwnorton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

ALEXANDRIA WEISS NOSEF
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
DESOITA CENTER, 5197 W.E. ROSS PARKWAY
OLIVE BRANCH, MS 38654
apweiss1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

MELINDA SUTTON NOSS
ASSISTANT VICE CHANCELLOR FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS AND DEAN OF STUDENTS
246 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
msutton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7705

SASAN NOURANIAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
18 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sasan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

DANIEL AKIVA NOVAK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C-121
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dnovak@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439
MILORAD NOVICEVIC
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
245 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mnovicvic@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 380-6012

ALBERT BENSON NYLANDER III
PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AND DIRECTOR OF THE MCLEAN INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC SERVICE & COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
nylander@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

SCOTT WILLIAM O’BRIEN
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
swobrien@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

JOHN H O’HAVER
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF CENTER FOR MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING, 134 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
johaver@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

MATT O’KEEFE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE AND PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
CME 212
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mjokeefe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2631

ANDREW M O’REILLY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
118C CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aoreilly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2483

DANIEL EDMUND O’SULLIVAN
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT HALL C107
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dosulliv@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7298

KAORU OCHIAI
CROFT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
217 CROFT INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kochiai@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3772

CLIFFORD A OCHS
PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
332 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
byochs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7562

TROY FARRELL ODOM
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tfdom@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361
CHRIS OFFUTT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C218
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
offutt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

MINJOO OH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
526 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
minjoo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3454

ELSIE EKENE OKOYE
INSTRUCTOR IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
120A CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eeokoye@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7498

SARA E OLSEN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
LAMAR HALL SUITE B 3RD FLOOR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
solsen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

MARK JASON ORTWEIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION FOR DESOTO
CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION, DESOTO CENTER-SOUTHAVEN
DESO TO, MS 38671
mortwein@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

IGOR OSTROVSKI
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
207 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
iostrov@phy.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1536

CHARLES OVERBY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION, 247 OVERBY CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
coverby1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1692

PATRICIA OVERSTREET-MILLER
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hpoverst@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

TIM CECIL OVERTON
INSTRUCTOR IN MARKETING
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD, OFC 339
TUPELO, MS 38804
toverton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6207

TED M OWENBY
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF SOUTHERN CULTURE AND WILLIAM F WINTER PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
209 BARNARD OBSERVATORY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsownby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5993

Jump to index
EUGENE TAEHA PAIK
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
etpaik@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

TEJAS S PANDYA
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
201G CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tspandya@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5378

ANDREW SEAN PANNEY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
151-B MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
apaney@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5441

JASON PARIS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
315 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
parisj@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3096

ADRIENNE CLAIRE PARK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC
138 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
apark@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

HYUN PARK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ECONOMICS
373 Holman Hall
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
econhyun@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6942

JAEVIN PARK
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
367 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jpark21@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3984

MAGGIE MORGANFIELD PARKER
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmparke4@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

EMMY PARKES PARKES
LECTURER IN NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT AND PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR THE DIDACTIC PROGRAM IN DIETETICS
221 LENOIR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
meparke1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

CECELIA LEE PARKS
RESEARCH & INSTRUCTION LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
J.D. WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cparks@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
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1 (662) 915-7933

**DUSTIN J PARSONS**

SENIOR LECTURER IN ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C-128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
diparson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

**GLENN R PARSONS**

PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
120 SHOEJKLMNOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
byorg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7479

**DAVID S PASCO**

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH, RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY, AND DIRECTOR OF THE CANCER DRUG DISCOVERY CORE - OXFORD CAMPUS OF THE UMMC CANCER
2043 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dpasco@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7130

**MOLLY PASCO-PRANGER**

CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CLASSICS
103 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mpranger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7097

**ADAM N PATE**

CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
anpate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

**KRISTEN ATER PATE**

CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
knpate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

**VELSIE D PATE**

INSTRUCTOR IN INTENSIVE ENGLISH
INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vdpate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1225

**MICHELE DAYTON PATTON**

DIRECTOR OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS
211 BAXTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmize@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1255

**EVA BERNICE PAYNE**

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ebpayne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

**JAMES S PAYNE**

PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION
322 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
edjp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
THOMAS ALLAN PEATTIE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
163 MUSIC DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tpeattie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2168

SCOTT ALLEN PETERSON
ADJ. INSTRUCTIONAL ASST PROF OF INTEGRATED MRKT COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sapeders@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

SUSAN DIANE PEDIGO
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
179 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
spedigo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5328

CHARLOTTE FANT PEGUES
ASSISTANT PROVOST, REGISTRAR, AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION
104 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cfant@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7792

E FARISH PERCY
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND MISSISSIPPI DEFENSE LAWYERS ASSOCIATION DISTINGUISHED LECTURER
LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
percy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6848

MARY ANN PERCY
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW INSTRUCTION
LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mapercy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7928

LALITH PADMASIRI PERERA
INSTRUCTOR IN PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
1 KENNON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lpperera@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7928

PATRICK LYNN PERRY
DIRECTOR OF LUCKYDAY PROGRAMS AND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
101 FACULTY ROW
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
plperry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3905

VERDA MAE PERRY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
303 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vmperry@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7652

MANDY L PERRYMAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND PROGRAM COORDINATOR
120 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
perryman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069
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JOSEPH WARREN PETERSON
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ARCH DALRYMPLE III DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jpeters@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

CORINA LILIANA PETRESCU
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
208E BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
petrescu@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7716

ANDREW MARK PFRENGER
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL, C-135
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pfrenger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

JEFFREY S PICKERD
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655
jspicker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7468

CHARLES WILLIS PICKERING
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
105 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cwpicker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7347

KATHERINE H PIECUCH
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC
MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kpiecuch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

RANDY G PIERCE
DIRECTOR OF MISSISSIPPI JUDICIAL COLLEGE
KINARD
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rgpierce@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5955

WESLY ADAM PIERCE
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wapierce@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

W RANDALL PINKSTON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wrpinkst@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

JAMES J PITCOCK
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jpitcock@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 984-2794
ERIC LYLE PITTMAN  
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND CLINICAL DIRECTOR  
FASTER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
epittman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5948

RANDY PITTMAN  
COORDINATOR OF CONTINUING EDUCATION AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
2500 N. STATE ST  
JACKSON, MS 39216  
jpittman@umc.edu — UM Profile  
1 (601) 984-2610

LARRY J PITTMAN  
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND RAY & LOUISE STEWART LECTURER  
RM 3089 RCK LAW CENTER, 481 CHUCKY MULLINS DR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lpittman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6845

ROBERT THOMAS PLANTS  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION  
222 GUYTON  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bplants@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7350

BRIAN FREDERIC PLATT  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING  
1205 CARRIER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bfp Platt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5440

SARA ANN GRIMES PLATT  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN SPECIAL EDUCATION  
316 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
saplatt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7350

PAUL JONATHAN POLGAR  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY  
310 BISHOP  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pipolgar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7148

VALERIE GUINN POLGAR  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ART AND ART HISTORY AND COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE  
116 MEEK HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
vgpolgar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7193

FELICIA BROWN POLLARD  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION  
316 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ffbrown@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7350

VITOR POMIN  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
FASTER HALL  
LEWIS, MS 38677  
vipomin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-3114
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KENNETH WAYNE POPE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CENTER FOR INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY STUDIES
116 OLD ATHLETICS BLDG
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kwpope@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1951

STEPHEN PORTER
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39216
sbporte1@olemiss.edu
1 (601) 984-2622

JAMISON HUNT POSEY
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD
TUPELO, MS 38677
jhposey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6206

DENNIS WAYNE POWERS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
120A CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dwpowers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7498

BRENDA HELEN PRAGER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
140 ANDERSON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bhprager@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2184

RACHNA PRAKASH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rprakash@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5757

ELIZABETH MITCHELL PREWITT
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
12A EF YERBY CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eamitche@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

MILENE VANZELA PREWITT
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT E-115
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mvprewit@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5346

NICOLAAS PRINS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
301 A PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
npkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1207

LAURA F PRIOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lfprior@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350
NANCY LINDA PROVOLT
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN GENDER STUDIES
002 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nlprovolt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5916

SARAH MONA MARIE PRZYBYLA
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
TCRC/PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
przybyla@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

RENE E PULLIAM
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM HALL, RM 202B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rpulliam@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6991

JOHNNY RAY PURVIS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrpurvis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7070

GENE BREESE QUINN
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS
222 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
quinn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1398

ANNE H QUINNEY
PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT C113
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aquinney@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6695

KAREN L RABER
PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
W209B BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kraber@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5793

MICHAEL CARL RAINES
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF TESL
HOWRY HALL #204
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mcraines@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1492

ARUNACHALAM RAJ RAJENDRAN
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
229A CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
raj@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5770

SUJITH RAMACHANDRAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF
PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sramacha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7262

TANA B RANAGER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tbranage@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

MARY HELEN RANDALL
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mrandall@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

STACEY LYNN RATHERT
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ART AND ART HISTORY
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
strather@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

MARGARET JEANINE RAUCH
LECTURER AND REGIONAL CAMPUS WRITING CENTER DIRECTOR
5197 W.E. ROSS PARKWAY
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
mjrauch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8222

VISHAKHA RAWOOL
CHAIR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS AND PROFESSOR
GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vrawool@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5130

JENNY SAYLE RAYNER
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrayner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

ROBERT W REA
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C-128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rwrea@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

MELINDA MERCHANT REDDING
INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mredding@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

BRENDA TANNER REDFERN
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
btreffer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

JESSICA BRYANT REED
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
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PETER P REED
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT C133
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
preed@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

CESAR REGO
PROFESSOR OF PRODUCTION OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT
327 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
crego@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5519

TALMAGE JAMES REID
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
305 B HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mreid@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

MELISSA ANN REILLY
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mareilly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

NIKKI REINEMANN REINEMANN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
343 BREVARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dreinem@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

BRIAN J REITHEL
PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
232 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
breithel@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

MICHAEL A REPKA
DIRECTOR OF THE PII CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL TECHNOLOGY, CHAIR & PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
104B FAETER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
marepka@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1155

WILLIAM JOHN RESETARITS
PROFESSOR AND DOHERTY CHAIR IN FRESHWATER BIOLOGY
322 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wresetar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2887

JULIE BETH RETRUM
INSTRUCTOR IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
120A CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbretrum@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7498

MATTHEW B REYSEN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
PHILIP J RHODES
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE
205 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rhodes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7082

RANDALL GENE RHODES
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rgrhodes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

WILLIAM R RHODES
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
204A CONNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wrhodes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5449

MELINDA CAROLYN RICE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EUROPEAN HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mcrice1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

DANIEL M RICHE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND IN THE RESEARCH
2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
driche@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2640

KRISTA DALE RICHE
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
NCNPR/PHARMACY PRACTICE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmdale@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

SARAH D RICHIE
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
srichie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

HANNAH LACEY RIGBY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C-128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hrigby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

ROBERT D RIGGS
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
107-A MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
muriggs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7149

JOHN M RIMOLDI
PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY & ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE
RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH & GRADUATE
343 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrimoldi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5119

JASON E RITCHIE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
309 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jritchie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

CHRISTOPHER SHANE ROBBINS
INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
1918 BRIAR RIDGE ROAD, RM 239A
TUPELO, MS 38804
srobbins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6254

MERCY ROBERG
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
120 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mroberg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

JEREMY ROBERTS
INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS AND FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE
SUITE P MARTINDALE STUDENT SERVICES
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jtrober1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5970

STEPHAN CHRISTOPHER ROBERTS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
305 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
scrber2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2030

ANDREW HAMILTON ROBERTSON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ahrobert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5620

BRADLEY ROBINSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
235 MUSIC BLDG
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
robinson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1278

EVANGELINE WILSON ROBINSON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ewrobins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5447

JEAN C ROBINSON
DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
331 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jcrobins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7404

JENNIFER ROBINSON
INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC
238 MUSIC BLDG
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrobins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1281

NICHELLE CATRICE ROBINSON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION, CETL PROVOST FELLOW, AND SCHOOL OF EDUCATION DIVERSITY OFFICER
YERBY CENTER - SOUTHWEST
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ncboyd@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 393-1655

ROBERT K ROBINSON
INTERIM CHAIR OF MARKETING, MICHAEL S STARNES CHAIR OF MANAGEMENT AND PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT
372 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
brobinson@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7635

DAVID ROCK
DEAN OF THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
222 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rock@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7063

nishanth.rodrigues@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7208

KRISTIN HUGHES ROGERS
ELECTRONIC RESOURCES & DISCOVERY LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
221 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kerogers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3409

TYLER A ROGERS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tarogers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

JAROD HEATH ROLL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
BISHOP 310
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jhroll@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

GREGG WILLIAM ROMAN
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
218 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
groman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5871

MARY G ROSEMAN
PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT AND DIRECTOR OF THE HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
210 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mroseman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1902

MEAGEN MARIE ROSENTHAL
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
223A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmrosent@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2475

BRENDAN S ROSS
CLINICAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201FASEER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bsross1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7265

CHARLES K ROSS
DIRECTOR OF AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES AND PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
309 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cross@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5978

LEIGH ANN ROSS
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR CLINICAL AFFAIRS, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
2500 NORTH STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
laross@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2481

PETER S ROSS
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASEER 201, POBOX 1848
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
psross@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

SAMIR ANIS ROSS
RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER, RM 3025
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sross@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1031

JEFFREY A ROUX
PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
225 CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
meroux@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5375

CHARLES RAY ROWLAND
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
2176 SOUTH EASON BOULEVARD
TUPELO, MS 38866
crowlan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 844-5622

EMILY BRETHERICK ROWLAND
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
117 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
erowland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

GERALD BOBBY ROWLAND
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
105 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rowland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

MICHAEL T ROWLETT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
131 MUSIC BUILDING
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LISA SHAW ROY
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND JESSE D. PUCKETT JR LECTURER
LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lisa@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6813

SUDESHNA ROY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY AND PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASEH HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
roy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2980

LAREECA DENE RUCKER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldrucker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

TANYA MAREN RUETZLER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ruetzler@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7805

GRACE MCMAHEN RUSHING
INSTRUCTOR IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
106 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gemcmahe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7191

CHAD WOODSON RUSSELL
INSTRUCTOR AND ASSESSMENT COORDINATOR
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
crushell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8788

TIMOTHY RUSSELL
DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR INTELLIGENCE AND SECURITY STUDIES
122 OLD ATHLETICS BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
trussell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1951

ANGELA SYKES RUTHERFORD
PROFESSOR OF TEACHER EDUCATION, DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN LITERACY INSTRUCTION AND DIRECTOR OF THE MISSISSIPPI CAMPAIGN FOR GRADE-LEVEL READING
244 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
araines@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7625

DAVID J RUTHERFORD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
111 ODOM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
druher@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1337

RONALD J RYCHLAK
PROFESSOR OF LAW AND JAMIE L. WHITTEN CHAIR OF LAW AND GOVERNMENT
2066 KHAYAT LAW CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rnychlak@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6841

Kris Ray
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ARCH DALRYMPLE III DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
305 Bishop Hall
University, MS 38677
kmray3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1260

Shaun Karl Riebl
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
100 Lenoir Hall
University, MS 38677
skriebl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1505

Bradley Roberson
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
100 Jackson Avenue Center
University, MS 38677
wbrobers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

Mevelyn Romay Fernandez
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
E-115 Boundurant Hall
University, MS 38677
mfernand@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5346
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ROBERT EDWIN SAARNIO
DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY MUSEUM & HISTORIC HOUSES
UNIVERSITY MUSEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rsaarnio@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7073

CHARLES HENRY SABATIER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
108 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chsabat1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7046

KAREN E SABOL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
302B PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ksabol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1206

BAHARAK SAAJADI
RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
134 ANDERSON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bsaajadi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023
MOHAMMED BASHIR SALAU
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
335 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bashir@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5751

OWEN KELLY SALE
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 Guyton Hall
University, MS 38677
oksale@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7070

CARMEN SANCHEZ
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT HALL E-110
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
msanchez@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1943

DAVID ANTHONY SANDERS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW INSTRUCTION
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
davesan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

DARREN A SANEFSKI
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MULTIPLE PLATFORM JOURNALISM
225 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dasanefs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

HAILIN SANG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
325 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7398

CHRISTOPHER DAVID SAPP
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF GERMAN
E-211B BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
csapp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7664

DINORAH SAPP
LECTURER IN INTENSIVE ENGLISH
OLD ATHLETICS, IEP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dsapp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1852

WHITNEY ANN TUDOR SARVER
SENIOR DIRECTOR OF THE INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM AND INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
620 ALL AMERICAN DR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wasarver@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1839

ELIZABETH I SAWYER
INSTRUCTOR IN CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS AND FIRST YEAR EXPERIENCE
MARTINDALE SUITE P
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eisawyer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5970
VANCE K SCHAEFER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT C-115
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
schaefer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7298

STUART EARL SCHAFFER
INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT, TEMPORARY
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sschafer@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

JANE ANDERSON SCHOLL
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jascholl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

GEORGIANNA MANN SCHOEDER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
108 LENIOR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
grmann@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

JOHN C SCHUESSELIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
129 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jschuess@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5117

NANCY MARIA BALACH SCHUESSELIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
140 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nmabalac@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1279

STEFAN E SCHULENBERG
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
203 KINARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sschulen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3518

LUCY POPE SCHULTZE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lpschult@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

CARA P SCOTT
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
FASER 201 PO BOX 1848
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cpscott@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1050

KERRI D SCOTT
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF FORENSIC CHEMISTRY
307 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kscott@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5334
PAUL SCOVAZZO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
228 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
scovazzo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5354

ETHEL YOUNG SCURLOCK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH & AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES AND SENIOR FELLOW OF LUCKYDAY RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE
BONDURANT W208B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eyoungmi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7688

TONY T SE
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
305 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ttse@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7077

KEVIN JOHN SEDDON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kiseddon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

CHRISTIAN SELLAR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PUBLIC POLICY LEADERSHIP
308 TRENT LOTT INSTITUTE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
csellar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6613

DIANA F SEMMES
LECTURER IN MODERN LANGUAGES
BOND 110 E
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dfsemmes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5346

EDGAR SERRANO
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT C-011B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eserrano@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1943

MATTHEW B SHANER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mbshaner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

ZIAEDDIN SHARIAT-MADAR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY, RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES AND DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
309 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
madar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5150

JAGDISH SHARMA
INSTRUCTIONAL PROFESSOR OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
203 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
isharma@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5698
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JOSHUA S SHARP  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
TCRC WEST 113F  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jsharp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1758

EDWARD REESE SHARPE  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY  
103 LEAVALL HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
essharpe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7421

AMY C SHAW  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC  
3RD FLOOR SUITE B LAMAR  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
amyshaw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121

J RILEY SHAW  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION  
204D CONNER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jrshaw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5446

NICKEDA DARNELL SHELTON  
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
GUYTON/ DESOTO CAMPUS  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
nshelton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 844-5622

LAURA JEAN SHEPPARDSON  
INTERIM ASSOCIATE CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS  
305 A HUME HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sheppard@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1463

JOSEPH ANTHONY SHERMAN  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION  
114 FARLEY HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jasherma@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7146

JUSTIN JOSEPH SHERMAN  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jsherman@umc.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1050

MATTHEW THOMAS SHIFFLETT  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS  
110 ISOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mtshiffl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5816

FARA E SHOOK  
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC  
LAMAR HALL 3RD FLOOR SUITE B  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
feshook@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2121
MARC K SHOWALTER
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDUCATION
GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mshowalt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5376

HANS P SINHA
CLINICAL PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM
518 LAMAR LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsinha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6884

LYDIA CLAIRE SINIARD
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lcsiniard@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

JODI SKIPPER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ANTHROPOLOGY
522 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jskippe1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

SUE ANN SKIPWORTH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
129 DEUPREE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
saskipwo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5407

STEVEN C SKULTETY
CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY
100 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
skultety@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7345

REGAN M SLATER
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
207 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rslater@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

MARC SLATTERY
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY, ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES, RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, DIRECTOR OF NIUST
411 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
slattery@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1053

HUGH J SLOAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
234 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsloan@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7414

LACEY MARIE SLOAN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lmsloan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336
ADAM EUGENE SMITH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND ACADEMIC DIRECTOR OF GENERAL ENGINEERING
136 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

ARAN TYSON SMITH
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ARCH DALRYMPLE III DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
atsmith1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

BEN EDWARD SMITH
INSTRUCTOR AND ASSISTANT LABORATORY MANAGER
2238 COULTER RM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
besmith1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5426

CARRIE SMITH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
csmith4@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1075

CHARLES E SMITH
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
326 DEUPREE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pssmith@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5145

KAREN V DAVIDSON SMITH
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
5197 W.E. ROSS PARKWAY
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
kvdavids@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

RACHEL KORFHAGE SMITH
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
MARKETING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rsmith6@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

REBECCA ELIZABETH SMITH
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
OFFICE OF OUTREACH
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rsnance@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

REBEKAH ELIZABETH SMITH
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
205A PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rebekah@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2519

WENDY D SMITH
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN ARCH DALRYMPLE III DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wdsmith@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148
WHITMAN SMITH
DIRECTOR OF ADMISSIONS
145 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
whitman@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7226

TODD A SMITHERMAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
310 D PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tasmithe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1825

BRYAN A SMYTH
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
BRYANT HALL 100
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
basmyth@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7020

GREGORY JOHN SNYDER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES & DISORDERS
GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gsnyder@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1202

DENISE A SOARES
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION AND ASSISTANT CHAIR OF TEACHER EDUCATION
315 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dasoares@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

JASON DAVID SOLINGER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
207W BONDURANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
solinger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5837

LANZHEN SONG
LECTURER IN MATHEMATICS
222 HUME
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lsong@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

LIMING SONG-CIZDZIEL
INSTRUCTOR IN CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
332 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lsongcz@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2395

JOHN HARWOOD SONNETT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY
531 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sonnett@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7316

CHRIS SPARKS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
224 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ccsparks@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8985
JARED S SPEARS
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF TECHNICAL DIRECTION
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jsspears@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6993

LEA HALL SPEED
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
301 LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lspeed@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

ELIZABETH CAROLE SPENCER
LECTURER IN ENGLISH
LEAVELL 109
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ecspen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-0000

SANDRA M SPIROFF
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
335 HUME
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
spiroff@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5646

ALAN LINDER SPURGEON
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
150 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aspurg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5170

ALICIA COOPER STAPP
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH & PHYSICAL EDUCATION
316 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acstapp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

LEANDER STAR
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR OF MUSIC
227 MUSIC DEPARTMENT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lstar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

THERESA ANN STARKEY
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN GENDER STUDIES AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE ISOM CENTER
SUIT D LAMAR 3RD FLOOR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tastarke@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5916

CHRIS C STEAD
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC, ONLINE
C-128 BOUNDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
omoccs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

DAN STEARNS
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dstearns@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816
SUSAN GAUNT STEARNS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sgstearn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

ALYSIA MARIE STEELE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MULTIPLE PLATFORM JOURNALISM
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
alysia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

BOBBY D STEELE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BRANDING AND PROMOTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bdsteele@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

BRENDAN HOLT STEFFEN
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN THE CENTER FOR WRITING AND RHETORIC
LAMAR HALL 3RD FLOOR SUITE B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bsteffen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

ALICE JEWEL STEIMLE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
JACKSON AVE. CENTER, STE G
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
asteimle@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6621

DAVID COLE STEVENS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOSY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
stevens@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5730

JAMES ALFRED STEWART
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
307 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jastewa7@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2309

MORRIS H STOCKS
PROFESSOR AND DON JONES CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY
PATTERSON SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mhstocks@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5716

DAMIAN L STODDARD
INSTRUCTOR IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
201E CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dlstodda@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5378

MARIBETH STOLZENBURG
RESEARCH PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
124 LEWIS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mstolzen@phy.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5252
DEBORAH ROSS STONE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
108 LEINOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
drstone@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

CHARLES W STOTLER
AIR AND SPACE LAW INSTRUCTOR/RESEARCH COUNSEL
RKC LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cstotler@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

DANIEL STOUT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BRITISH LITERATURE
BONDURANT HALL C214B
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dstout@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

KRISTIN ERIN STOWELL
INSTRUCTOR IN MUSICAL THEATRE
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kstowell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

ROBIN B STREET
SENIOR LECTURER IN JOURNALISM
220 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rbstree@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5081

KURT D STREEETER
INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kstreeete@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

KENNETH J SUFKA
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY; AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
311 B PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
psufka@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7728

DOUGLASS SULLIVAN-GONZALEZ
DEAN OF THE SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE AND PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
128 S M B HONORS COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dsg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7294

MARIBEL SULLIVAN-GONZALEZ
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
110 E BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
msg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5346

DON SUMMERS
PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
108 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
summers@phy.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7032
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WILLIAM JOSEPH SUMRALL
PROFESSOR OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND COORDINATOR OF UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
328 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sumrall@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

CRISTIANE JANUZZI QUEIROZ SURBECK
ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR ACADEMIC & STUDENT AFFAIRS IN THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
236 BREVARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
csurbeck@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5473

AMANDA SUE SURDOCK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ashines@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

MICHAEL J SUTTMOELLER
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
msuttmo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

KRISTEN ALLEY SWAIN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
135 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kaswain@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7637

CASSIE SWAYZE
DIGITAL ASSETS LIBRARIAN AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LIBRARY
J.D. WILLIAMS LIBRARY, TECH SERVICES
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cswayze@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5862

JOSEPH PATRICK SWEENEY
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF MISSISSIPPI TEACHER CORPS
227 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jsweeney@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2616

BECKIE SYMULA
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
202 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
resymula@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7750

CARMEN Sanchis-Sinisterra
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
E-211A Boundurant Hall
University, MS 38677
msanchis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3171

Amelia Smith
INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC, TEMPORARY
100 Music Building
University, MS 38677
ahsmith4@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268
Leo Chaim Stein
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
108 Lewis
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lstein@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7046

Isaac Stephens
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ARCH DALRYMPLE III DEPT OF HISTORY
Bishop 310
University, MS 38677
istephen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148
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ASMAA ZAKARIA AHMAD TAH
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
218 CROFT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
aztaha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8987

KAREN MARIE SWANSON TAHERI
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmtahrei@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7063

CHALET TAN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS & DRUG DELIVERY AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chalettan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2097

JACK RHEA TANNEHILL
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW INSTRUCTION
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rtnannehi@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

HUNTER ALLEN TAYLOR
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF TEACHER EDUCATION AND MISSISSIPPI TEACHER CORPS IN THE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
227 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hataylo4@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2163

JAMES JOSEPH TAYLOR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, PROGRAM DIRECTOR FOR ONLINE M.S. IN HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT, AND DIRECTOR OF OUTREACH INITIATIVES FOR THE SCHOOL OF APPLIED SCIENCES
LENOIR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jltaylor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7371

WILLIAM F TAYLOR
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN FINANCE
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
btaylor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

PAULA WILBANKS THARP
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
GARY D THEILMAN
COORDINATOR OF INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
RM PH215, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, 2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
gtheilman@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2616

SETH M THIBODAUX
INSTRUCTOR AND SCULPTURE TECHNICIAN
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smthibod@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

PETER DEWITT THILLY
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ARCH DALRYMPLE III DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pdthilly@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

JAMES MICHAEL THOMAS
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY & ANTHROPOLOGY
514 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jmthoma4@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

ROXIE D THOMAS
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN THEATRE ARTS (DANCE)
110 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rdthomas@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

DURANT B THOMPSON
PROFESSOR OF ART
11 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
durant@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5828

PATRICIA THOMPSON
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR STUDENT MEDIA AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
201 BISHOP HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pthomps1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5504

COLLEEN FRANCES THORNDIKE
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cfthorn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

MARY F THURLKILL
PROFESSOR OF RELIGION
21 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
maryt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1400

ROY J THURSTON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF SPECIAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM & INSTRUCTION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655
Arthursto@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7063

JOCELYN T TIPTON
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR PUBLIC SERVICE AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
312 JD WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jitipton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7091

JOHN MICHAEL TONOS
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
215 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jntonos@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

CHRISTINA ALTHEA TORBERT
HEAD OF CONTINUING RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
221 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ctorbert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7059

TIBOR TORMA
DIRECTOR OF KENNON OBSERVATORY AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
208 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ttorma@phy.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5627

CATARINA PASSIDOMO TOWNES
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOUTHERN STUDIES AND ANTHROPOLOGY
552 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
passidomo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3427

ANNETTE TREFZER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
W 211 BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
atrefzer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7675

NICOLAS TREPANIER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MIDDLE EAST HISTORY
315 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ntrepani@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5872

DONALD LEE TROTT
PROFESSOR OF MUSIC AND DIRECTOR OF CHORAL ACTIVITIES
121-A MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dtrott@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6963

GREGORY S TSCHUMPER
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
322 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tschumpr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

PETER JACOB TULCHINSKY
DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS RECREATION
209 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
petert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
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MARION DUNN TUTOR
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
21 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mdtutor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

ANNE S TWITTY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY
303 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
at witty@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5360
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U

WAHEED UDDIN
PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING AND DIRECTOR OF THE CENTER FOR ADVANCED INFRASTRUCTURE TECHNOLOGY
203 B CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cvuddin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5363

ESTEBAN URENA BENAVIDES
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
138 ANDERSON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eurenab@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

ANNA GRACE USERY
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
agusery@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Don Unger
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF WRITING AND RHETORIC
3rd Floor Suite B, Lamar
University, MS 38677
dunger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121
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V

RAFAEL VALADEZ
VISITING CROFT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR (SPANISH)
BONDURANT E-211A
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rvaladez@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7717

NOA VALCARCEL ARES
INSTRUCTOR IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES
FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mvalcarc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7101

MELINDA WELLS VALLIANT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF NUTRITION & HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
222 LENOIR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
valliant@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1437
MARK V VAN BOENING
PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS
235 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bmvan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5841

BONNIE FANCHER VAN NESS
CHAIR OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE, HOLDER OF THE OTHO SMITH PROFESSORSHIP AND PROFESSOR
227 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bvaness@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6749

ROBERT A VAN NESS
BRUCE MOORE SCHOLAR OF FINANCE, DIRECTOR OF THE DOCTORAL PROGRAM AND PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
329 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rvanness@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

AMY VANDERFORD
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
GRENADA CAMPUS
GRENADA, MS 38947
avander@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7283

CANDIS COUCH VARNELL
LECTURER IN THE HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
223 LENOIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cvarnell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1848

ANA MILENOVA VELITCHKCOVA
CROFT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
510 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
avelitch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7421

ELIZABETH ANNE VENELL
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GENDER STUDIES
LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eavenell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5916

SUMMER ANNE HILL VINSON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sahill1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

RAMANARAYANAN VISWANATHAN
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
302 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
viswa@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7231

SCOTT J VITELL
HOLDER OF PHIL B. HARDIN CHAIR OF MARKETING AND PROFESSOR OF MARKETING & PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
325 NORTH HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
svitell@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5468
DOUGLAS WILLIAM VORHIES
HOLDER OF THE MORRIS LEWIS LECTURESHIP, PROFESSOR OF MARKETING AND MBA PROGRAM DIRECTOR
320 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dvorhies@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1351

Daniel Valle Arevalo
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
E-205A Boundurant Hall
University, MS 38677
dvallea@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3171

Don Vaughan
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
drvaugha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

W
KATHLEEN WACHTER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
347 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kwachter@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5174

Dwight Ernest Waddell
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, ACADEMIC PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING, AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE
237 BREVARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
waddell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2623

David Waddell
LECTURER IN PARK & RECREATION MANAGEMENT
228 TURNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dwaddell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7696

Lloyd R Wade
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cwade@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Randy Mack Wadkins
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY & BIOCHEMISTRY
409 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rwadkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7732

Jamie Leigh Wagner
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39216
jlwagner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2481

Milan M Walker
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
237 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mwalker@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7721

LESLEY VANCE WALKINGTON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
100 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lywalkin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7020

WILLIAM LOWE WALLER
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wlwaller@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

DOUGLAS BRADLEY WALSH
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LAW
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38655
dbwalsh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

DIANE WANG
INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC
237 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dwang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7029

FENG WANG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
219 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
fwang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5359

KARL WANG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
karlwang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3980

JENNIFER JOANN WAREHAM
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN LEGAL STUDIES
203 ODOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jjwareha@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7902

LARISSA WARHOL
ADJUNCT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
OLD ATHLETICS, INTENSIVE ENGLISH PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lwarhol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1560

TAMARA J WARHOL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
213 HOWRY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
twarhol@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1560

MICHAEL L WARREN
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mwarren@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
MARI PEYTON DAVIS WARRINGTON
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor in Integrated Marketing Communication
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
mdwarrin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

DAVITA WATKINS
Assistant Professor of Chemistry & Biochemistry
480 Coulter Hall
University, MS 38677
dwatkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

MARC WATKINS
Instructor in Composition & Rhetoric
3rd Floor, Ste B, Lamar Hall
University, MS 38677
mwatkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

ALEX PHILLIP WATSON
Research & Instruction Librarian and Associate Professor
J D Williams
University, MS 38677
apwatson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5866

DESIREE STEPTEAU WATSON
Associate Professor of Social Work
205 Longstreet
University, MS 38677
dswatson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

JUDSON D WATSON
Howry Chair in Faulkner Studies and Professor of English
C211 Bondurant
University, MS 38677
jwatson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7671

JEFFREY R WATT
Cook Chair and Professor of History
332 Bishop
University, MS 38677
hswat@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5805

ELIZABETH WEISS WEATHERALL
Adjunct Instructor in Accountancy Instruction
200 Connor Hall
University, MS 38677
efweiss@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7468

ZACH WEBB
Clinical Assistant Professor of Accountancy
318 Conner Hall
University, MS 38677
zwebb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6209

WHITNEY THOMPSON WEBB
Assistant Dean for Certification & Advising and Assistant Professor of Higher Education
206 Guyton
University, MS 38677
whitt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7906

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
BING WEI
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS
310 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bwei@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1250

JULIA BROWNING WELCH
INSTRUCTOR IN MANAGEMENT
253 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbwelch1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

NANCY JO WELCH
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN MUSIC
234 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
njwelch@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

SARA L WELLMAN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MODERN LANGUAGES
BONDURANT E-203
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
stwellma@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7712

AMY WELLS DOLAN WELLS DOLAN
ASSOCIATE DEAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HIGHER EDUCATION
219 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
awells@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5710

DEBORA RAE WENGER
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR PARTNERSHIPS AND INNOVATION AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
129 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
drwenger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

MITCHELL ROBERT WENGER
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mrwenger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5755

RACHEL MALONE WEST
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ramalon2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

DONNA SUE WEST STRUM
ASSOCIATE PROVOST, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
137 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dswest@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5974

LESLIE M WESTBROOK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MKTG
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lmwestbr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146
ROBERT B WESTMORELAND
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION
14 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
prbw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7302

DAVID WHARTON
DIRECTOR OF DOCUMENTARY STUDIES AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOUTHERN STUDIES
210 BARNARD OBSERVATORY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dwharton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3377

ALLYN WHITE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT OF PROFESSOR OF MARKETING
344 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
awhite2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5620

BROOKE C WHITE
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF ART
257 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
brookew@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6645

CHARLOTTE WHITNEY WHITE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39216
cwwhite1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2620

PAULA WINGARD WHITE
INSTRUCTOR IN ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C-128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pwwhite@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

SHADRACK TUCKER WHITE
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE
302 HONORS COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
stwhite@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7294

IVONNE JEANNETTE WHITEHEAD
SENIOR LECTURER IN SPANISH
BONDURANT 108
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ijwhiteh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7709

IAN WHITTINGTON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C220
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
iwhittin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7670

BROOKE ANN WHITWORTH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SCIENCE EDUCATION
301 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bawhit@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5878
KIMBERLEY JEANETTE WHORTON
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK
211 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kwhorto@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

NANCY L WICKER
PROFESSOR OF ART
118-A MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nwicker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1293

KATHLEEN W WICKHAM
PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
131 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kwickham@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5501

INOCA HASANHTHI WIDANAGAMAGE
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR IN GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
120A CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ihwidana@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7498

CAROLINE H WIGGINTON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C134
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cwiggint@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

JOHN FRANKLIN WIGINTON
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF UNDERGRADUATE LABORATORIES
223A COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jfwigint@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1553

WALLACE MARK WILDER
DEAN AND KPMG CHAIR OF ACCOUNTANCY
200G CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acwilder@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5756

JESSICA C WILKERSON
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HISTORY & SOUTHERN STUDIES
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jcwilker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

CURTIS CARTER WILKIE
COOK CHAIR AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
OVERBY CENTER FOR SOUTHERN JOURNALISM AND POLITICS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cwilkie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1707

NOEL E WILKIN
PROVOST & EXECUTIVE VICE CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
150 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
zewilkin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5317
DAWN E WILKINS  
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE  
201 WEIR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dwilkins@cs.olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7309

WILLIAM THOMAS WILKINS  
DIRECTOR OF THE MISSISSIPPI LAW RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
283-G KINARD HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
wwilkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7730

KRISTINE L WILLETT  
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOLOGY & ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY IN BIOMOLECULAR SCIENCES AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
303A FASER HALL, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kwillett@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6691

ASHLEEN MARIE WILLIAMS  
INSTRUCTOR/SENIOR BARKSDALE FELLOW  
301 HONORS COLLEGE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
amwill17@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7294

BRITTNEY WILLIAMS  
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
2500 NORTH STATE STREET  
JACKSON, MS 39216  
bwilli10@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 984-2620

CASEY NICHOLAS WILLIAMS  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK  
211 LONGSTREET HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cnwilli4@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7336

JACK WILLIAMS WILLIAMS  
PROFESSOR OF THE PRACTICE OF LAW  
334B LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cjxn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7361

ROLAND W WILLIAMS  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN SOCIAL WORK  
211 LONGSTREET HALL  
UNIVERSTITY, MS 38677  
rwwilli2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7336

CORY WILLIAMSON  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN LEGAL STUDIES  
203 ODOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cmwillia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7902

LORRI C WILLIAMSON  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF LEGAL STUDIES  
305 ODOM  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ltdwillia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7760
DAVID E WILLSON
DIRECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY BAND AND PROFESSOR OF MUSIC
103-C MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
willson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7390

ARLETTE CAROL WILSON
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
200 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acwilson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7468

KELLY GENE WILSON
PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
311C PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kwilson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5256

MATTHEW R WILSON
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF THEATRE AND FILM
105 ISOM HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mrwilson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5816

NOELL REBECCA-HOWELL WILSON
CHAIR OF HISTORY AND CROFT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HISTORY & INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
311 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nrwilson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6977

SARAH BARTLETT WILSON
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPOSITION & RHETORIC
3RD FLOOR SUITE B LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
swilson3@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

JON-MICHAEL WIMBERLY
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
205 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jwimberl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

AMANDA MICHEAL WINBURN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COUNSELOR EDUCATION AND COORDINATOR OF ED.S PLAY THERAPY PROGRAM
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amwinbur@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

JONATHAN COLE WINBURN
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND DIRECTOR OF SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH LABORATORY
234 DEUPREE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jwinburn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7190

PETER H WIRTH
SENIOR LECTURER IN ENGLISH
W206 BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
phwirth@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5035
DONOVAN E WISHON  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY  
103 BRYANT HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dwishon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7020  

HARRISON C WITT  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CINEMA PRODUCTION  
150M ISOM HALL, RM 110  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hcwitt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5816  

KENYA ELIZABETH WOLFF  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION AND INTERIM DIRECTOR OF WILLIE PRICE LAB SCHOOL  
316 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kewolff@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7350  

HYUN SOO WOO  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MANAGEMENT  
253 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hswoo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5820  

HALEY JORDYN SHORT WOOD  
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN PSYCHOLOGY  
205 PEABODY BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
himccraw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7383  

PETER CARL WOOD  
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF THEATRE ARTS  
110 ISOM HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pwood@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5816  

MICHAEL D WORTHY  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MUSIC  
149 MUSIC BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mworthy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1277  

JULIE A WRONSKI  
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF POLITICAL SCIENCE  
133 DEUPREE HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jwronski@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5420  

HAIDONG WU  
PROFESSOR OF MATHEMATICS  
316 HUME  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hwu@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7416  

PIIN-SHIUAN WU  
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
120 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pwu@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7069
CHRISTY M WYANDT
INTERIM DEAN OF THE GRADUATE SCHOOL, PROFESSOR OF PHARMACEUTICS AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
GRADUATE SCHOOL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cwyandt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7474

Brigitta Walker
ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF COMMUNICATION SCIENCES AND DISORDERS
303 George Hall
University, MS 38677
bbwalke1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7652

Glenn Walker
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
333 BREVARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gmw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2698

Kristen Walker
INSTUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
E-212 Boundurant Hall
University, MS 38677
kbwalker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1980

Bennie Waller
VISITING PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
253 Holman Hall
University, MS 38677
ecwaller@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Kai Wash
INSTUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
206E Boundurant Hall
University, MS 38677
kfwash@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7713

Thomas Anthony Werfel
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
134 Anderson Hall
University, MS 38677
tawerfel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

Haley Wilson
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN TEACHER EDUCATION
100 Jackson Avenue Center
University, MS 38677
hhdrake@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7283

Robyn Wright
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SPANISH
E-205A Bondurant
University, MS 38677
robynw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3171

Jump to index

X

BIN XIAO
VISITING ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
108 LEWIS
UNIVERSIT, MS 38677
LING XIN
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF EXERCISE SCIENCE
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lxin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5844

HUI XIONG
INSTRUCTOR IN COMPUTER & INFORMATION SCIENCE
216 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hxiong@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1456

Y
ALEXANDER BORISOVITCH YAKOVLEV
PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
306 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
yakovlev@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7196

DEBRA KAY YANCY
INSTRUCTOR IN SPEECH
3RD FLOOR, STE B, LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dkyancy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1371

HENRIETTA SHU-FEN YANG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHINESE AND CO-DIRECTOR OF THE CHINESE LANGUAGE FLAGSHIP PROGRAM
CROFT 213
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsyang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6794

YI YANG
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
232 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
yyang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1062

LANCE DAVID YARBROUGH
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
120-A CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldyarbro@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7498

HAKAN IRFAN YASARER
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING
208 CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7191

TRAVIS WAYNE YATES
DIRECTOR OF UNIVERSITY HEALTH SERVICE
V B HARRISON STUDENT HEALTH CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
twyates@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7274

WESLEY JOHN YATES
INSTRUCTOR
XIN YE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
215 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
xye1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

TIMOTHY PAUL YENTER
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHILOSOPHY
20 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tpyenter@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1239

TAIHO YEOM
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR - THERMO FLUIDS ENERGY
229 CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tyeom@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7219

CHRISTINA JOANNE YORK
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
1225 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39202
cjyork@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 974-6288

KATHRYN MCGAW YORK
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kmcgaw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

BRIAN WESLEY YOUNG
COLLECTION STRATEGIST AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
1035 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CTR (SCIENCE LIBRARY)
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bwyoung@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2288

JOHN N YOUNG
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLOGY
309 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jnyoung1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1775

LOUIS GEORGE ZACHOS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
118G CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lgzachos@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8827

PETER CHRISTOPHER ZEE
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
328 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
zee@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7203
YAE ZEIRA
CROFT ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE POLITICS OF THE MIDDLE EAST
227 DEUPREE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
yzeira@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5461

JOSEPH MICHAEL ZENDARSKI
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTOR IN WRITING AND RHETORIC
LAMAR HALL SUITE B 3RD FLOOR
UNIVERISTY, MS 38677
jmzendar@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2121

ZHINI ZENG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF CHINESE
215 CROFT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
zzeng@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5042

LIKUN ZHANG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
LEWIS HALL 108
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
zhang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7046

QIN ZHANG
INSTRUCTOR IN MATHEMATICS
219 HUME HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gzhang@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7071

SAIJUN ZHANG
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL WORK
303 LONGSTREET HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
szhang9@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7374

YU-DONG ZHOU
VISITING ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
152 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ydzhou@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

HUI ZHU
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
CROFT 216
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hzhu@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6792

LIN ZHU
INSTRUCTOR IN MODERN LANGUAGES
CROFT 212
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lzhu@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2029

JORDAN K ZJAWIONY
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACOGNOZY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
405 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jordan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7290
Emeritus Faculty

A

H DALE ABADIE
DEAN EMERITUS OF LIBERAL ARTS AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY
GEORGE M STREET HOUSE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dabadie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1500

GUTHRIE T ABBOTT
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW
3039 KHAYAT LAW CTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gtabbott@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6851

BARBARA K ADAMS
REFERENCE BIBLIOGRAPHER EMERITA AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA
106 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
uladams@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7934

CHARLES COMPTON ALEXANDER
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MATHEMATICS
ccalex@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

JERE HARDY ALLEN
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ART
116 MEEK HALL

Jump to current faculty
EUGENE R ANDERSON  
CHAIR EMERITUS & PROF EMERITUS OF LEADERSHIP & COUNSELOR EDU  
117 GUYTON  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
erander@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5710

SANTO L ARICO  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MODERN LANGUAGES  
211A BONDURANT E  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sarico@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7104

MELVIN S ARRINGTON  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MODERN LANGUAGES  
BONDURANT E205A  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
marringt@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7713

MITCHELL A AVERY  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MEDICINAL CHEMISTRY  
415 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mavery@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5879

KATHRYN H AYCOCK  
DIRECTOR EMERITA, TUPELO CTR AND ASST PROF EMERITA, EDUC LDR CONTINUING EDUC - YERBY CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
khaycock@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 844-5622

GORDON BAIRD  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHYSICS  
1034 NCPA  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
baird@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7048

JACK VINCENT BARBERA  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH  
BONDURANT C128  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jvbarber@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7439

CHARLES CLAIBORNE BARKSDALE  
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER EMERITUS, BARKSDALE READING INSTITUTE  
1003 JEFFERSON AVENUE  
OXFORD, MS 38655  
barksdac@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 236-5600

DEBORAH H BELL  
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF LAW  
334 LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dbell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6867
LEE N BOLEN
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
108 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pabolen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

JANICE K BOUNDS
ASSISTANT DEAN AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF LEGAL STUDIES AND INTERIM CHAIR OF NHM
GEORGE STREET UNIVERSITY HOUSE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbounds@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7900

CAROL MINOR BOYD
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF SOCIAL WORK
208 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cboyd@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7336

JOHN R BRADLEY
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW
LAW CENTER ROOM 2065
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbradley@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6821

ROBIN C BUCHANNON
ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITA OF GEOLOGY & GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
131 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rcb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6539

HOMER H BURKETT
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS
204A CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
homerb@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5754

LARRY S BUSH
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW
543 LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lw bush@olemiss. edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6843

H JOSEPH BYRD
ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS FOR CLINICAL AFFAIRS, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF CLINICAL EDUCATION SERVICES, AND CHAIR AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
2500 N. STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
jbyrd@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 984-2620

ANN L CANTY
ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITA AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF EMERITA OF MANAGEMENT
321 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
alcanty@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2436

EDWARD CAPPs
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CLASSICS
217 SOMERVILLE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
capps@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
JUDITH CASSIDY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
CME 309
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acass@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5445

JIMMY R CHAMBLESS
DEAN EMERITUS AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF EDUCATION
223 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jchamble@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7063

MARTHA S CHAMBLESS
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
333 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mchamble@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7625

WILLIAM F CHAPPELL
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ECONOMICS
225 NORTH HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wfchappe@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5041

DON L CHEEK
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT
233 TURNER COMPLEX
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dlcheek@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7572

DEBORAH A CHESSIN
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
301 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dchessin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5878

LINDA F CHITWOOD
ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITA FOR OUTREACH AND CONTINUING STUDIES, DEAN EMERITA, AND PROFESSOR EMERITA OF EXERCISE SCIENCE
215 TURNER CNTR
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lchitwoo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

ELIZABETH CHOINSKI
HEAD OF SCIENCE LIBRARY AND PROFESSOR EMERITA
1033 N C N P R
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ulemc@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7910

KAREN ANN CHRISTOFF
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pykac@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

ALICE M CLARK
VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA, FREDERICK A.P. BARNARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PHARMACOGNOSY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITA
112 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amclark@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5521

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master’s, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
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CHARLES L CLARK
DEAN EMERITUS, INSTITUTE FOR CONTINUING STUDIES
371 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cclark@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7313

W ROLAND CLARK
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR EMERITUS
120 LESTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tebuster@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7235

JOHN D CLEARY
PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY PRACTICE AND COORDINATOR OF RESEARCH EMERITUS
2500 N STATE ST
JACKSON, MS 39216
jcleary@umc.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6770

JUDITH L COLE
ASST DEAN EMERITA GRAD SCH & ASSOC PROF EMERITA OF HESRM
221 TURNER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jcole@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6770

MARY ANN CONNELL
UNIVERSITY ATTORNEY EMERITA AND INSTRUCTOR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND ADJUNCT PROFESSOR IN LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mconnell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

PHILIP G COOKER
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LEADERSHIP AND COUNSELOR EDUCATION
222 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cooker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

LARRY A COX
GWENETTE P. AND JACK W. ROBERTSON, JR. CHAIR OF INSURANCE AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF FINANCE
335 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lcox@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5475

BRIAN L CRABTREE
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER
JACKSON, MS 39216
crabtree@msh.state.ms.us — UM Profile
1 (601) 351-8013

RON G DALE
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ART
116 MEEK HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ardale@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

JAMES W DAVIS
PEERY PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ACCOUNTANCY INSTRUCTION
204B CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
acdavis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1543

SAMUEL M DAVIS
DEAN EMERITUS AND JAMIE L WHITTEN CHAIR EMERITUS LAW AND GOVERNMENT
RCK LAW CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
smdavis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7361

MICHAEL P DEAN
ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS OF LIBERAL ARTS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT C128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mdean@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

MAURICE R EFTINK
ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITUS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY AND DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF ACCREDITATION
CHEMISTRY DEPT, COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eftink@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7301

RICK ELAM
REYNOLDS PROFESSOR EMERITUS
316 CONNER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
relam@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5281

ATEF Z ELSHERBENI
ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS FOR RESEARCH AND GRADUATE PROGRAMS AND PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
302 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
atef@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7231

PEGGY EMERSON
CHAIR EMERITA AND PROFESSOR EMERITA OF CURRICULUM
112 EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
memerson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7123

ESIM ERDIM
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MODERN LANGUAGES
13 OLD ATHLETICS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eerdim@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7915

DENNIS R FELLER
CHAIR EMERITUS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF RIPS
303A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dfeller@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7330

DANIEL FERREIRA
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
MEDICINAL PLANT GARDEN, RM 104  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dferreir@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7101  

NIKOLAUS H FISCHER  
CHAIR EMERITUS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOGNOSY, AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
443 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
nfischer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7026  

RICHARD G FISCHER  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CPP AND COORDINATOR OF AMBULATORY PHARMACY SERVICES  
201 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
rfgische@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 984-4153  

BENJAMIN F FISHER  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH  
C128 BONDURANT  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bfisher@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7439  

TONEY KAY FLESHER  
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ACCOUNTANCY  
302 CONNER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
actonya@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5731  

LAURDELLA FOULKES-LEVY  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF MUSIC  
MUSIC BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
muff@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7268  

ANDREW C FOX  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MUSIC  
MUSIC BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
acfox@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7268  

DON L FRUGE'  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW  
ROBERT KHAYAT LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dfuge@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7361  

NANCY F FULLER  
HEAD OF SCIENCE LIBRARY EMERITA AND ASSOC PROFESSOR EMERITA  
1031 THAD COCHRAN RESEARCH CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ulfuller@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7381  
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JOANNE IRENE GABRYNOWICZ  
DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR REMOTE SENSING, AIR AND SPACE LAW  
1060 LAW SCHOOL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jgabryno@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6877
DEWEY D GARNER  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES  
223 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dgarner@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7262

GARY R GASTON  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF BIOLOGY  
214 SHOEMAKER HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
bygaston@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7203

KATHRYN F GATES  
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER EMERITA  
114 POWERS  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kfg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2953

K P GEORGE  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CIVIL ENGINEERING  
207-A CARRIER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
cvkpg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5365

JAMES D GILBERT  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PARK AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT  
222 TURNER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dgilbert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5553

KENNETH E GILBERT  
RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY  
1065 N C P A  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kgilbert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5634

CORNELIS GISPEN  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY  
CROFT INSTITUTE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hsgispen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1500

ALLEN W GLISSON  
CHAIR EMERITUS AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  
302 ANDERSON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
aglisson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7231

KAREN O GREEN  
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF LAW  
503 LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
kgreen@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6820

VAUGHN L GRISHAM  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS AND DIRECTOR OF THE GOEORGE MCLEAN CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  
510 LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
vgrisham@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7326
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JOHN R GUTIERREZ  
CROFT PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF SPANISH  
BONDURANT E211A  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
johny@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7717  
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CARTER G HAINES  
DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE PROGRAM AND CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY PRACTICE  
201 FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
chaines@pharmacy.umsmed.edu — UM Profile  
1 (661) 984-2622  

J R HALL  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH  
BONDURANT C128  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jrhall@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7439  

LARRY G HANSHAW  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF SECONDARY SCIENCE EDUCATION  
120 GUYTON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hanshaw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-2652  

DONALD F HANSON  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING  
302 ANDERSON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
eehanson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7231  

DAVID S HARGROVE  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PSYCHOLOGY  
205 PEABODY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
pydsh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7383  

LAURA G HARPER  
HEAD OF GOVERNMENT INFORMATION SERVICES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA  
221-C J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lgharper@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7986  

MARY M HARRINGTON  
DIRECTOR EMERITA OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH  
312 FALKNER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ccmary@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7387  

ROBERT J HAWS  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY  
bshaws@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  

JAMES E HENDRIX  
RESEARCH SCIENTIST EMERITUS  
302-B ANDERSON  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
jehendr1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
MARJORIE M HOLLAND
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF BIOLOGY
430 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mholland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5874

KERRY P HOLMES
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
316 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kholmes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7350

GLENN W HOPKINS
DEAN EMERITUS COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND PROF EMER OF MATH
200 VENTRESS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ghopkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7178

DONALD R HOWIE
DIRECTOR EMERITUS FOR SUMMER, WINTER AND ONLINE SESSIONS
YERBY CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
drhowie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7283

M BECKETT HOWORTH
DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF ADMISSIONS
233 LYCEUM
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bhoworth@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7705

J WADE IRVIN
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MUSIC
MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jirvin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

JAY K JOHNSON
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ANTHROPOLOGY
506 LAMAR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sajay@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7339

JOHN P JUERGENS
RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR IN RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, COORDINATOR OF STUDENT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
201 FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
phjuerg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6957

DONALD M KARTIGANER
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT C128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
EDMUND D KEISER
CHAIR EMERITUS & EMERITUS PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
214 SHOEMAKER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bykeiser@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7203

GLORIA D KELLUM
VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITA FOR UNIV RELATIONS AND PROFESSOR
303 GEORGE HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gloriak@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

JOSEPH J KINCAID
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MODERN LANGUAGES
316 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jarkincai@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7664

WILLIAM B KINGERY
DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS RECREATION EMERITUS
209 TURNER CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mrbill@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5591

AHMED KISHK
DIR OF ANTENNA SYTMS LAB & PROF EMERITUS OF ELECTRICAL ENGIN
302 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ahmed@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7231

COLBY H KULLMAN
PROFessor EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT C128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
egcolby@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

IWO M LABUDA
CHAIR EMERITUS AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MATHEMATICS
mmlabuda@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

PAUL K LAGO
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF BIOLOGY
224 SHOEMAKER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
plago@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7472

MICHAEL DE L LANDON
PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN HISTORY
306 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hslandon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7105

FREDERICK E LAURENZO
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY
310 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsfel@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
PAMELA B LAWHEAD
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF COMPUTER AND INFORMATION SCIENCE
201 WEIR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lawhead@cs.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7396

WILLIAM F LAWHEAD
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
100 BRYANT HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wlawhead@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

KAI FONG LEE
DEAN EMERITUS, SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING, AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS, ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
302 ANDERSON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
leek@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7231

CYNTHIA F LINTON
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF MUSIC
MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
clinton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

THOMAS W LOMBARDO
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PSYCHOLOGY
100 BARR HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pytwl@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7482

FANNYE E LOVE
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF TEACHER EDUCATION
DESMO REGIONAL CAMPUS, 5197 W. E. Ross Parkway
SOUTHAVEN, MS 38671
flove@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 342-4765

M

RICHARD P MAJOR
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
120A CARRIER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rpm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5153

JOHN C MATTHEWS
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
307 FASER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pljcm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5155

BEN W MCCLELLAND
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
W210 BONDURANT
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wgbwm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5500

KENNETH O MCGRAW
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PSYCHOLOGY AND L STACY DAVIDSON PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LIBERAL ARTS
205 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pymcgraw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383
GARY R MOOERS
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF SOCIAL WORK
gmooers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

DEBRA J MOORE
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA, SOCIAL WORK & FIELD EDUCATION DIRECTOR
203 LONGSTREET
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dmooore@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5736

MIKE MOSSING
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
452 COULTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmossing@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5339

ANDREW P MULLINS
CHIEF OF STAFF TO THE CHANCELLOR EMERITUS, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS, AND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE MISSISSIPPI TEACHER CORPS
231 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
amullins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7064

LYNNE MURCHISON
ASSISTANT PROVOST EMERITUS FOR REGIONAL EDUCATION
18 E F YERBY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmurchis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6611

Jump to index

MICHAEL V NAMORATO
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY
314 BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsmvn@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7488

JAMES O NICHOLS
DIR EMER, UNIV PLAN & INST RES&ASST PROF EMER EDUC LEADERSHIP
217 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jnichols@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7387

Jump to index

STAN L O’DELL
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PSYCHOLOGY
205 PEABODY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sodell@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7383

Jump to index

TERRY L PANHORST
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF GEOLOGY AND GEOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
36 BREVARD HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
panhorst@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5825
JOSEPH G P PAOLILLO
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MANAGEMENT
245 HOLMAN
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
paolillo@bus.olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7493

JON F PARCHER
RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMISTRY AND BIOCHEMISTRY
322 COULTER HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
chjp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5426

ALAN L T PATERSON
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MATHEMATICS
mmat@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

ELIZABETH A PAYNE
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF HISTORY
BISHOP
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
epayne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

SUSAN KAYE PEPPER
ASSISTANT DEAN EMERITA SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PROFESSOR EMERITA OF TEACHER EDUCATION
205 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kpepper@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-3996

Jump to index

TOMMY JOE RAY
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT C128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tjray@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

THOMAS J REARDON
DEAN EMERITUS OF STUDENTS
120 GUYTON HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sparky@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7069

JAMES J REIDY
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
108 LEWIS HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
reidy@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

JULIA MCCARTHY RHOLES
DEAN EMERITA OF UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES AND PROFESSOR EMERITA
312 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jrholes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7092

KENNETH B ROBERTS
DEAN EMERITUS, SCHOOL OF PHARMACY, AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION
1018 NPC
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kbrobert@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7265

RACHEL ROBINSON
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITA OF PHARMACY PRACTICE
STACY D RODGERS
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MUSIC
128 MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
srodgers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7027

SIDNEY T ROWLAND
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF TEACHER EDUCATION
206 GUYTON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
srowland@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7738

AJIT SADANA
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
230 ANDERSON
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cmsadana@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5349

GREGORY ALAN SCHIRMER
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
116 LEAVELL HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eggas@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

SHARON L SCHREIBER
REFERENCE BIBLIOGRAPHER AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR EMERITA
106 J D WILLIAMS LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ulsis@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7933

NATALIE SCHROEDER
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT HALL C128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
nschroed@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

RONALD A SCHROEDER
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ENGLISH
BONDURANT C128
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
egras@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7439

SUSAN SALISBURY SCOTT
DIRECTOR EMERITA OF STUDY ABROAD
359 MARTINDALE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
susano@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-6618

JEAN M SHAW
PROFESSOR EMERITA OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
201-A EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jshawloo@aol.com — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7100
WILLIAM FRANKLIN SHUGHART  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ECONOMICS  
DEPT OF ECON. AND FINANCE  
LOGAN, UT 84322  
shughart@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  

EDWARD B SISSON  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ANTHROPOLOGY  
549 LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sasisson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-3446  

SHEILA SKEMP  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY  
323 BISHOP  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
sskemp@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5868  

ALLIE M SMITH  
DEAN EMER, SCHOOL OF ENG AND PROFESSOR EMER OF MECH ENG  
205 CARRIER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
enas@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5842  

LEWIS HARVEY SMITH  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF ECONOMICS  
235 HOLMAN  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
lsmith@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5924  

MICKEY C SMITH  
FAP BARNARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACY ADMINISTRATION, RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF RIPS AND DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE CENTER FOR PHARMACEUTICAL MARKETING AND  
217-W FASER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mcs1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5105  

MARILYN S SNOW  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF COUNSELOR EDUCATION  
163A INSIGHT PARK  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mssnow@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1363  

DEBRA LEA SPURGEON  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF MUSIC  
133 MUSIC BUILDING  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dspurg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6964  

JAMES D STAFFORD  
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF SOCIAL WORK  
211 LONGSTREET HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
swjames@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7336  

CAROLYN ELLIS STATON  
PROVOST EMERITA AND PROFESSOR OF LAW  
112 LYCEUM  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
ces@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5773  
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WILLIAM A Staton
Professor Emeritus of Mathematics
mmstaton@olemiss.edu — UM Profile

David Warren Steel
Professor Emeritus of Music
Music Building
University, MS 38677
msdws@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

Joann H Steffani
Head of Technical Services Emerita & Asst Professor Emerita
221 C John D Williams Library
University, MS 38677
ulhs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7013

Peter C SukaneK
Chair Emeritus & Professor Emeritus of Chemical Engineering
232 Anderson
University, MS 38677
cmpcs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7023

Martha E Swan
Interlibrary Loan Librarian Emerita and Assistant Professor Professor Emerita
105 J D Williams Library
University, MS 38677
ulswan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7936
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Charles W Taylor
Professor Emeritus of Accountancy
204B Conner
University, MS 38677
actaylor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5448

Jackson Taylor
Associate Professor Emeritus of History
305 Bishop
University, MS 38677
hstaylor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5751

Paula Temple
Professor Emeritus of Art
116 Meek Hall
University, MS 38677
ptemple@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7193

Robert M Thorne
Professor Emeritus of Anthropology
510 Lamar Hall
University, MS 38677
rmthorne@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7316

Stephen T Threlkeld
Professor Emeritus of Biology
328 Shoemaker
University, MS 38677
st@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5803
JUDITH D TROTT
DEAN EMERITA OF STUDTS & ASST PROF EMER OF LEA & COU EDUCATI
422 OLE MISS UNION
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jtrott@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7247

LUCY C TURNBULL
DIRECTOR EMERITA OF UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS AND PROFESSOR EMERITA OF ART AND CLASSICS
UNIVERSITY MUSEUMS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ltturnbul@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7073

JAMES G VAUGHAN
DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE HALEY BARBOUR CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING EXCELLENCE; F.A.P. BARNARD DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING; ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS OF THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
212 CME
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
meigv@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2631

THOMAS M VERICH
UNIVERSITY ARCHIVIST AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS
404 J D WILLIAMS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ulverich@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7408

RONALD F VERNON
ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS OF LIBERAL ARTS AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MUSIC
MUSIC BUILDING
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
rvernon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7268

MICHAEL C VINSON
DIRECTOR EMERITUS, BUREAU OF PHARMACEUTICAL SERVICES AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF FORMULARY DRUG INFORMATION, PHARMACY PRACTICE
200A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mvinson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7080

LARRY A WALKER
DIRECTOR EMERITUS, NATIONAL CENTER FOR NATURAL PRODUCTS RESEARCH; RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS, RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES; PROFESSOR EMERITUS, PHARMACOLOGY; AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR EMERITUS FOR BASIC RESEARCH - 1015 N C N P R
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lwalker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1005

THOMAS D WALLACE
VICE CHANCELLOR EMERITUS OF STUDENT AFFAIRS AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LEADERSHIP
STARNES CENTER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tdwallac@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1677

JULIET H WALTON
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR EMERITA OF COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS AND RESEARCH SCIENTIST OF THE CENTER FOR SPEECH AND HEARING RESEARCH
308 GEORGE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
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SAM SHU-YI WANG  
DIR EMER, NCCHE & FAP BARNARD, DIST PROF EMER OF MECH ENGIN  
NCCHE/ OLD CHEMISTRY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
wang@ncche.olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7788

H BAILEY WARD  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF BIOLOGY  
OFFICE OF INDEPENDENT STUDY  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
hward@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7313

TIMOTHY LYNN WARREN  
DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH AND ASSESSMENT  
908 ALL AMERICAN DRIVE  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
irwarren@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-1596

ROBERT A WEEMS  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW  
RCK LAW CENTER  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
rweems@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7361

DAVID K WELLS  
SENIOR ASSOCIATE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FOR COMPLIANCE EMERITUS  
102 ATHLETIC ADMIN. BLD  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
dwells@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7217

MAX WARREN WILLIAMS  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY AND DIRECTOR EMERITUS OF THE CENTER FOR POPULATION STUDIES  
510 LAMAR HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
samax@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-7288

PARHAM HENRY WILLIAMS  
DEAN EMERITUS OF LAW AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF LAW  
547 LAW SCHOOL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
phwilli1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-6847

JOHN S WILLIAMSON  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF MEDICAL CHEMISTRY & RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT AND ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF PROJECTS  
201 GRADUATE SCHOOL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
mcjsw@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-9999

CLINT W WILLIFORD  
CHAIR AND PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERING  
134 ANDERSON HALL  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677  
drwill@olemiss.edu — UM Profile  
1 (662) 915-5348

CHARLES R WILSON  
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF HISTORY AND SOUTHERN STUDIES  
316 BISHOP  
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
crwilson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7148

MARVIN C WILSON
ASSOCIATE DEAN EMERITUS OF ACADEMIC AND STUDENT AFFAIRS, PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF PHARMACOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROFESSOR EMERITUS IN THE RESEARCH INSTITUTE OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
303A FASER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
pmlmarvin@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2725

JOHN W WINKLE
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE AND SALLY MCDONNELL BARKSDALE HONORS COLLEGE
802 HONORS COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jww@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7294
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KWANG SIK YUN
PROFESSOR EMERITUS OF CHEMISTRY
229 CARRIER
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ksyun@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7219